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What a difference a year makes. One year ago, at the Class of 2020 graduation, due to
COVID-19 restrictions, there were no guests. This year, each cadet was allowed six.
With a class size of nearly 1,000 cadets, that means that approximately 6,000 guests visited
West Point for the graduation parade, ceremony, and various bar-pinnings across post. We’re
not back to normal yet of course, but we are heading in the right direction. One fact has
remained constant throughout: the character and caliber of the young men and women who
have committed to the ideals of Duty, Honor, Country.
Their character and commitment were especially evident during Cadet Summer Training. You
could see them as the rising yearlings underwent training familiar to many of us, such as the
Water Confidence Course and the Leadership Reaction Course, designed to develop the
warrior ethos in each cadet and cultivate professional excellence through physically and
mentally demanding training. Their character and commitment were also present during
Cadet Leader Development Training, as rising firsties and some rising cows practiced Troop
Leading Procedures, effective communication, and tactical decision making in order to
become small unit leaders capable of operating in an uncertain and rapidly changing
environment. Finally, the character and commitment of the new cadets of the Class of 2025
were on display as they marched onto the Plain for their first time on R-Day, raised their right
hands, and swore an oath to support the U.S. Constitution. It’s a sacred oath all cadets must
take, and, four years later, graduates must take a similar oath upon commissioning, swearing
to not only support but also defend the Constitution against all enemies. Between “support”
and “defend,” cadets learn all about the duties of the profession they are about to enter to
include the legal underpinnings covered by the USMA Department of Law, which you can
read about in this issue.
In another step toward getting back to normal, the Superintendent has authorized that the
Distinguished Graduate Award (DGA) ceremony will take place during Homecoming
festivities this year. On September 11th, the WPAOG will present the Distinguished Graduate
Award to the eleven graduates selected over the last two years. 2020 Awardees: Mr. Richard
A. Nowak ’64, Mr. William H. Roedy Jr. ’70, LTC (R) Andrew F. Krepinevich ’72, LTG (R) Kenneth
W. Hunzeker ’75, and GEN (R) Curtis M. Scaparrotti ’78; 2021 Awardees: HON Michael W.
Wynne ’66, Mr. Randall M. Pais ’67, Mr. Thomas C. Shull ’73, GEN (R) Stanley A. McChrystal
’76, GEN (R) David M. Rodriguez ’76, and LTG (R) Herbert Raymond (H.R.) McMaster Jr. ’84.
Speaking of Distinguished Graduates, I want to recognize Colonel Ralph Puckett Jr. ’49
(Retired), who received the DGA in 2004. On May 21, 2021, Colonel Puckett received the
Medal of Honor for actions he performed while serving as a first lieutenant during the
Korean War more than seven decades earlier. He is the 77th member of the Long Gray Line to
receive the Medal of Honor, and we are proud and thankful for his service. Be sure to read
about him in this issue.
Also be sure to read about the legacy of Colonel Dave Hughes ’50 (Retired), another member
of the 2004 DGA class. After retiring from the Army in 1973, Hughes started down the
technological path of electronic communications and helped pioneer the reality that many
Americans are living today through online video conferencing software and distance learning,
a new “normal” in this time of COVID-19.
Thanks to everyone who participated in this year’s All Academy Challenge. With your help, we
raised more than $2.5M for the Academy, and we beat Navy and Air Force in the process (but
that’s normal, right?). I’m looking forward to seeing you all at a future in-person reunion at our
Rockbound Highland Home.
Grip Hands!



Todd A. Browne ’85
President and CEO
West Point Association of Graduates
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FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT

Fellow Members of the Long Gray Line:
We’ve concluded another outstanding academic
year here, thanks to the great leadership
throughout the staff, faculty and Corps of Cadets.
That leadership, along with our continued
deliberate, disciplined, and comprehensive
approach to the COVID-19 pandemic, has
sustained us and ensured mission success
throughout the past year. With great support from
the Army, we also executed a comprehensive
vaccination plan; to date, most of the Corps, staff
and faculty have been fully vaccinated. These
combined actions have given us the flexibility
needed to conduct in person many of the traditional events that
are part of the cadet developmental experience, such as the
annual Sandhurst military skills competition and Projects Day.
Additionally, we marked the end of the academic year with a
traditional graduation ceremony for the Class of 2021. This
ceremony, with limited numbers of family and friends attending,
celebrated the incredible achievements of the class, as they
commissioned as the Army’s newest second lieutenants and
joined the ranks of the Long Gray Line.
Our commencement speaker, the Secretary of Defense, the
Honorable Lloyd Austin ’75, shared with the graduates how the
lessons and especially the values he learned at West Point
sustained him throughout his Army career and how he still
depends on them today.
“I still believe that leadership demands character. I still believe in
telling the truth. I still believe in treating people with dignity and
respect. I still believe in serving your country and I still believe in
the tenets of our democracy and the words of our Constitution,” he
said. “Those values are the lasting legacy of West Point. Those are
the guideposts that will steer you right when you face the hardest
decisions of your lives and some of you second lieutenants will
have to make life and death calls.
“Those values will see you through. Those values will guide you
home,” he continued.
In addition to their many individual and collective achievements,
the Class of 2021 embodied the grit, resiliency and never-quit
attitude reflected in their class motto: “Until the Battle is Won.”
Throughout their four years at West Point, these remarkable young
men and women exemplified excellence and a winning spirit,
which they now take to the force as the Army’s next generation of
leaders of character.
I’d like to offer my appreciation to Senator Jack Reed and his
classmates from the “Professionally Done” Class of ’71 for
participating in graduation, as well as say “thank you” to the entire
class for their incredible support and mentorship to the Class of
2021 over the past four years as the 50-year Affiliate Class. We talk
of the strength of the Long Gray Line being its resilience and
timelessness, and the Class of ’71 has demonstrated that strength
as it gripped hands with these new lieutenants.
Our continued progress against COVID has also given us the
ability to execute a robust cadet summer training that allows for
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the necessary developmental experiences and human interactions
required to teach leading and following and instill the Warrior
Ethos, while continuing to protect the force. In addition to
conducting summer training here, we will have about 375 cadets
participating in domestic internships through the Advanced
Individual Academic Development program.
Thanks to our successful COVID mitigation and vaccination
efforts thus far, we are returning more normalcy to training and
daily operations. We have implemented Operation Vigilant Knight,
a deliberate, multi-phased plan that balances risk to stay on
mission, while continuing to protect the Corps and West Point
community throughout summer training and into the fall semester.
This approach, which assumes high vaccination rates and
continued low case rates, allows us to anticipate a transition from
a public health emergency environment to a new normal. We
remain vigilant in monitoring the public health environment and
continue to use the same deliberate decision-making process for
future on-post activities, keeping the health and safety of the West
Point community as the number one priority.
In May, we welcomed BG Mark Quander ’95 and BG Shane
Reeves ’96 to the team as the 79th Commandant of Cadets and
the 15th Dean of the Academic Board, respectively. Mark returns
to West Point after a successful tour as Commandant of the U.S.
Army Engineer School, while Shane previously served as Head of
our Department of Law. Both bring incredible operational and
leadership experience to their new roles and are outstanding
additions to Academy leadership.
Mark succeeds BG Curtis Buzzard ’92, who will next serve as
Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations for the NATO Resolute
Support Mission and Deputy Commanding General (Operations)
for U.S. Forces – Afghanistan, while Shane succeeds BG Cindy
Jebb ’82, who retired from the Army after a distinguished 39-year
career and is now the new President of Ramapo College in New
Jersey. Please join me in welcoming Mark, Shane, and their
families to the USMA Team and congratulating and thanking
Cindy, Curtis and their families for their leadership and service and
wishing them the best wherever the future takes them.
On the infrastructure modernization front, work progresses on the
new Cyber and Engineering Academic Center and Bradley
Barracks, while the first phase of renovations is underway at Camp
Buckner. Meanwhile, our first major efforts under the Academic
Building Upgrade Program begin this summer with the renovation
of Cullum Hall and the construction of the Patton Swing Facility
between the library and the baseball field.
Thank you all for your continued support of your Academy, and
more importantly, for your continued patience and understanding.
Army Strong!
Darryl Williams ’83
Lieutenant General, U.S. Army
60th Superintendent, U.S. Military Academy

USMA Department of Law

200 Years of Leadership Via Law
While Congress did not authorize a Professor
of Law at West Point until 1946, instructing
cadets in matters of law has been a key
component of academic instruction for
more than two hundred years.

Photos Nile Clarke/WPAOG

By Keith J. Hamel, WPAOG staff
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200 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP VIA LAW

O

ne of the first things a new cadet does on R-Day is take an
oath to support the U.S. Constitution. They take a
similar oath at Graduation, upon commissioning, swearing to
defend the Constitution against all enemies and affirming to
“well and faithfully discharge the duties of the office on which
[they] are about to enter.” In simple terms the “U.S.
Constitution” means U.S. law. According to Article VI, Clause
2: the Constitution, the federal laws made pursuant to it, and
treaties made under its authority constitute the “supreme Law
of the Land.” This means that cadets swear to support U.S. law
and later, as officers, affirm to support and defend it. But to
fulfill their duties to the law, they should have some
foundational understanding of law. That’s where the United
States Military Academy’s Department of Law comes in.

USMA’s Department of Law is about to embark on its third
century of instructing cadets in matters of law in order to
improve their legal skills as officers. The department’s roots
originate with the 1818 establishment of the Department of
Geography, History, and Ethics, the fourth academic
department at the Academy. Although established three years
prior, this department did not begin teaching law until 1821,
when it adopted Emer de Vattel’s The Law of Nations as a
textbook. Soon after USMA began teaching it, First Class
cadets were required to take four hours of instruction in law per
week, which included topics in moral philosophy, the origin of
civil society, principles of civil liberty, modes of civil
government, constitutional law, and international law.

Cadets seated in Cullum Hall circa 1904 for a lecture on the law.

Interestingly, during its first 50 years at the Academy, the law
curriculum was not taught by lawyers. In a 2004 Military Law
Review article, Brigadier General Patrick Finnegan ’71
(Retired), former Head of the Department of Law (1999-2005)
and Dean of the Academic Board (2005-10) wrote, “There were
simply not enough lawyers in the Army to justify assigning
them to the faculty.” Yet, as he continued, “With so few Judge
Advocates in the Army, the need for line officers to understand
and apply the principles of law [for temporary duty as with a
6
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Instructors from the Department of Law gathered in the departmental reference
library in 1903.

court marital, for example] became even more apparent.”
Because of this, in 1858, the Academy introduced the study of
military law, which included the Rules and Articles of War and
the study of War Department General Orders 100 of 1863,
which dictated how soldiers should conduct themselves in
wartime. Finally, to address the legal needs of the Army,
Congress instructed USMA to establish a separate Department
of Law in 1874, something the West Point Board of Visitors
had recommended the Academy do 25 years prior.
In addition to establishing the Department of Law, Congress’s
1874 statute decreed that the Secretary of War “assign one of
the senior Judge Advocates of the Army to be Professor of Law.”
In July 1874, Major Asa Bird Gardiner became the first lawyer
to teach at the Academy. Gardiner altered the law curriculum,
organized the new department, and introduced new textbooks
(including some that he himself wrote). Several notable Judge
Advocates succeeded Gardiner as department head, including
Major Guido Norman Lieber, the son of Francis Lieber, the one
who drafted General Orders 100 of 1863, which became
known as the “Lieber Code” and laid the foundations for the
Geneva Conventions; Lieutenant Colonel William Winthrop,
author of Military Law (1880) and its sequel Military Law and
Precedents (1886, published in 1920), both scholarly textbooks
on military law in the United States that continue to be quoted
in military law cases and cited in opinions of U.S. Supreme
Court cases because of their references to military orders, cases,
and writings, including appendices of every American Articles
of War between 1775 and 1920; and Colonel George B. Davis,
First Captain, Class of 1871, who established the core
curriculum in law—one semester of elementary and
Constitutional law and one semester of international and
military law—a formula that remained in place for nearly a
century, until the Academy revamped the entire curriculum in
1989. According to Finnegan, West Point graduates during this
time (in the period between 1874-1908), “relying in large part
on the law instruction they received as cadets, successfully
administered martial law, organized and conducted civil
affairs, and facilitated the establishment of civil governments in
Cuba, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines.”

Photos: USMA Library Special Collections

History

200 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP VIA LAW

Throughout the first quarter of the 20th century, the
Department of Law began to shift from a theoretical framework
to a practical application of law, introducing military moot
courts and adding instruction in criminal law and evidence,
believing both to be relevant to graduates’ future careers as
officers. The department also began sending its non-lawyer
officers to law school. One of these instructors was Captain
Frederick Irving, Class of 1917 April, who later returned to West
Point to serve as Commandant and yet again as Superintendent
(the only officer in West Point history to serve as an instructor,
Commandant, and Superintendent in his career). In 1946,
Congress passed a law authorizing a permanent Professor of Law
at USMA, a tenured professor equivalent in academic rank to
the heads of the other academic departments. Colonel Charles
W. West, Class of 1920, was the first to hold this post, serving
for 19 years (the longest tenure of any officer who has held this
position). Then, in 1953, the department achieved another
historical first when all of its faculty (consisting of one Professor
of Law, an associate professor, an assistant professor, and nine
instructors) qualified as members of the bar.

Photos: Nile Clarke/WPAOG; Submitted

When the Academy began to offer electives courses in the
1960s, the Department of Law introduced new courses to
augment its core offerings in constitutional and military law.
By the mid-1970s, the department was regularly offering
electives in public international law, business and procurement
law (later known as “business and government contracting
law”), and military aspects of international law. Similarly, like
the rest of the Academy, the Department of Law started to
become more diverse: in 1979, Captain Christine Czarnowsky
became the first female officer to teach law, and, in 1982, Major
Nolan Goudeaux became the department’s first African
American instructor. The department also began to partake of
the Academy’s Visiting Professor Program, bringing in notable
academics for a semester or two from such law schools and
undergraduate programs as the University of Virginia, the
University of St. Louis, and Rutgers University; and, in 1992,
Professor Edward Hume became the first civilian faculty
member in the department. Finally, when the Academy
revised the curriculum in the mid-1980s and introduced
academic majors, the Department of Law continued to follow
the “field of study” model introduced two decades prior,
offering the electives necessary to support a 10-course field of
study in the American legal system (including courses in
national security, jurisprudence, and legal methods). It wasn’t
until 1998 that the Department of Law added a 12-course
major, one of the last departments at West Point to offer
a major.

Department of Law. Traditionally, the Department of Law
has had a major from each of the cadet companies, and, in the
most recent cohort, plebes from 29 of the 36 cadet companies
joined its ranks. Law majors also represent a broad cross section
of various activities, such as corps squad and club sports. Mark
Madden and Lonnie Grayson, Class of 2021, for example,
were co-captains of the Men’s Basketball Team; First Lieutenant
Andrew King ’17 was captain of the Football Team; and
Captain Harold Earls ’15 was captain of the Baseball Team.
“If a cadet comes in and is from a group for which we don’t
have a representative, we try to figure out a way to bring
them in because we want that voice in the classes themselves,”
says Wellman.

“The goal of the major is
to create sophisticated
thinkers capable of
fighting and winning
our nation’s future wars,
which we do by giving them a general
understanding of the law and the
complexities it represents.”
		 — Professor Mark Wellman, Assistant Professor and
		Department Academic Counselor, Department of Law

Law and Legal Studies Major
Today, the Department of Law has approximately 220 cadets
majoring in Law and Legal Studies, making it one of the most
popular majors at West Point. In fact, since 2019, the
Department of Law has had to cap the number of cadets it could
accept into its major. “We had 104 cadets going for 55 seats in
2020,” says Professor Mark Wellman, an Assistant Professor and
Department Academic Counselor (DAC) within the

Assistant Professor and Department Academic Counselor Mark Wellman in his office
inside the Department of Law building at West Point.
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Many of the cadets who enter the major do so with the intent of
going on to law school, although Wellman and other department
faculty make clear that the Law and Legal Studies major is not
the typical pre-law program in that it does not necessarily seek to
provide cadets with the body of legal knowledge needed to
become a lawyer. “The goal of the major is to create sophisticated
thinkers capable of fighting and winning our nation’s future
wars, which we do by giving them a general understanding of the
law and the complexities it represents,” Wellman says. “However,
if a cadet wants to go to law school, then our major, given that all
our instructors are licensed attorneys, will provide them with the
foundation they need to understand the terms of the legal art
correctly, and the diversity of experience and robust curriculum
within our program is something that all the major law schools

West Point Center for the
Rule of Law
By Erika Norton, WPAOG staff

desire in their graduate students.” Wellman notes that
Georgetown Law, for example, accepted more West Point
graduates for its most recent class than any other undergraduate
law program in the country.
Law and Legal Studies majors are required to take three
courses: Intro to Legal Studies, Law of War, and Jurisprudence
and Legal Theory. “We start out by looking at different
perspectives on the law to give cadets a broad foundation, one
that is more interdisciplinary and theoretical than other law
programs,” says Colonel Winston Williams, Department
Head. “Cadets then build upon that foundation in their
approach to law by taking seven electives in courses focused on
American law, the American legal system, international law,
business law, environmental law and more.” Some recent
additions to the law curriculum (2015) include courses in cyber
law and in civil rights, and majors must take three electives in
either the departments of Social Sciences, History, Behavioral
Sciences & Leadership, or Geography & Environmental
Engineering. “When you major in law at West Point, you
receive one of the most interdisciplinary legal experiences you
could have at any university, and you are able to understand the
impact that law has on just about any discipline, any profession
imaginable,” says Williams. Several cadets also enroll in a
minor related to law. Some of the minors that are popular with
Law and Legal Studies majors are the counterterrorism minor,
the geography minor, and one of the eight foreign area minors.
No matter what law course they are taking, the Department of
Law has certain learning objectives for its cadets. “One of the
things that we like to foster is a classroom in which cadets are
comfortable disagreeing with each other and having those
difficult conversations that are required to truly engage with

The Center for the Rule of Law (CROL) is the primary Center
of Excellence for the Department of Law. Established in 2009,
this center provides a robust Margin of Excellence program
for cadets by offering them a variety of opportunities to
expand their knowledge and respect for the law.
Through internship experiences working with corporations,
law enforcement, and the Department of Defense, cadets are
able to see how the law works after having learned it in the
classroom, according to Colonel Winston Williams,
Department Head of the Law Department at West Point.
CROL sponsors numerous cadet development opportunities,
including academic trips, summer internships (Academic
Individual Advanced Development—AIADs) and guest
speakers throughout the year. These include various staff
rides, which immerse the cadets into situations where they
are able to critically analyze key points in history through the
lens of both domestic and international law. The Michael G.
Boulegeris ’83 Civil Rights Staff Ride, a three-credit AIAD
funded by Georgette Boulegeris, sister of the late Michael
Boulegeris ’83, and supported by Rick Thibodeau ’70 and his
late wife MaryEllen Thibodeau, includes one week in the

A stained glass window inside the Lieber Institute features the CROL logo.
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The Law and Legal Studies major prides itself in having a
diversity of voices. While the USMA Class of 2024 entered the
Academy comprised of approximately 23 percent women, the
number of plebes in the law major is 35 percent women. The
major is also above the Academy average in the percentage of
African American cadets (17.2 percent) and remains on par
with the Academy in the percentage of Asian American cadets
(9.5 percent). The major is also about 20 percent corps squad
athletes, and law majors currently represent more than 40
U.S. states. “We want a mix of cadets with different life
experiences so that in classroom exchanges, of which we have a
lot in the Department of Law, cadets can learn from each
other,” says Wellman. “My job as a DAC is to surround our
majors with other cadets who are going to be engaged and
make their learning experience a good one, and their job is to
be one of those cadets for everybody else, so there are no
wallflowers here.”

200 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP VIA LAW

the law, but doing so in a way that is respectful and really
learning from each other’s perspectives,” says Williams. He also
notes that critical thinking, written communication, and oral
communication are skills reinforced in the Law and Legal
Studies major. “This program is about class content, of course,
but within each class we constantly reinforce critical thinking
and clear communication.”
Given that most issues in the public sphere involve matters of
law, the Law and Legal Studies majors have no shortage of
topics about which to apply the above skills. “In the LW310
(Intro to Legal Studies) course last fall, we debated several legal
issues through the lens of the Supreme Court Justice hearing,
and we discussed the supremacy of the rule of law after the
demonstrations around and insurrection of the U.S. Capitol on
January 6,” says Williams. “I don’t shy away from current
events in the classroom, and I know that many of our law
instructors don’t either, because having people sitting in a room
and participating in what they consider to be difficult
conversations is exactly what is needed in law and in the Army
officers corps.”

According to Wellman, in LW403, the Department of Law’s
core course that all cadets at West Point must take in order to
graduate, cadets are continually bringing up current events and
asking the professors to discuss the legal implications of each.
“I remember we were covering a lesson on executive power
when President Trump was sworn in and cadets had multiple
questions about what he could do with these powers,” he said.
“I just turned it back on them saying, ‘Well, what does the
constitution say?’”

LW403: Constitutional/Military Law
Lieutenant Colonel Ron Alcala is the course director for
LW403. He also can attest to cadets’ interest in current events
as they pertain to class material. “My class, for example,
discussed the notion of ‘incitement’ raised by the recent
impeachment trial in the context of Brandenburg versus Ohio
(1969),” he says. But more than current events, Alcala wants
cadets to understand how class topics relate to their role and
responsibilities as soon-to-be second lieutenants. “All of these
cadets are going to be officers in the military very soon and

“I don’t shy away from current events in the classroom…
participating in what they consider to be difficult
conversations is exactly what is needed in law and in the
Army officers corps.”
— COL Winston Williams, Department Head, Department of Law

classroom and two weeks on the road during which cadets
visit essential historical locations and meet with influential
figures involved in the civil rights movement.

Photo: Submitted

“CROL provides cadets with the opportunity to learn how the
law influences important aspects of the Army and American
Society,” Williams says. “The United States is a nation of laws
and understanding the impact of law on decision making is a
key component of leadership in the Army and in society.
Through the study of law, cadets learn a lot about character
because there are many occasions where the law requires
military officers to choose the harder right over the easier
wrong. This is particularly true in armed conflict.”
Other initiatives of CROL include the Ron A. Salvatore Law
and Legal Studies Lecture Series designed to expose cadets
to the insights and perspectives of leading legal figures.
Each semester, the department invites a leading scholar,
jurist, senior government official, or military officer to
present a lecture to cadets majoring in law. Recent lecturers
have included Judge Thomas Hardiman, United States
Circuit Judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the
Third Circuit, and The Honorable Paul Ney, Department of

Defense General Counsel. The Mock Trial Team is also part
of CROL, allowing cadets to compete against
undergraduates from around the country in a competition of
trial advocacy where teams present a simulated case before
a panel of judges. Cadets compete as both lawyers and
witnesses and are scored for their presentation and
speaking skills, forcing students both to hone arguments
based on evidence as well as perfect the techniques
required to present evidence in a courtroom. (See page 16.)
In their efforts to create new opportunities for cadet
learning, CROL is exploring new AIADs with the U.S. Attorney
for the Eastern District of New York and American University
Washington College of Law. In addition, the University of
California Berkeley’s School of Law and the center have
been coordinating a visiting professor program that would
bring one of their law professors to teach at West Point and
send a West Point Department of Law faculty member to
teach at Berkeley. This will give cadets an opportunity to
take elective courses taught by a law professor from a top-10
law school. 
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they’re going to be confronted with legal questions such as how
to address misconduct in the ranks, obedience to orders, and
compliance with the Law of Armed Conflict,” he says. Many of
LW403’s instructors are current or former Judge Advocates who
have had experience with operational law issues on
deployments, and they use their experiences advising
commanders in Afghanistan or in Iraq to give context to their
lessons. “Some will discuss their involvement trying courtsmartial or pepper their lectures with examples from their own
deployment experiences…we have all of that knowledge, all of
that legal expertise in house,” says Alcala.
Between 500 and 550 First Class cadets take LW403 each
semester. The course begins with lessons geared toward
explaining the Constitution and how the concept of “rights”
operate under it. The second part of the course is focused on
military justice. The last part of the course deals with the Law
of Armed Conflict. Within each part of the course, specific
topics are covered, especially as they apply to the military.
During the Constitutional Law section, for example, “We often
compare and contrast how rights apply in the civilian world
and how they apply in a military context,” says Alcala. “We talk
about important First Amendment freedom of expression cases

like Texas versus Johnson, which addressed whether an
individual can burn the American flag as a form of political
protest; we look at the Fourth Amendment and discuss the
expectation of privacy as it relates to members of the military;
and we examine the Fifth Amendment, the right against selfincrimination, and consider when a soldier suspected of an
offense must be informed of his or her rights.”
But, according to Alcala, LW403 is not a manual providing
cadets all the answers for every legal situation. Beyond helping
cadets understand their rights and the rights of their soldiers
under the Constitution, LW403 also introduces them to how
the legal process works and how intellectual legal debate can
shape and change law. “This is part of the department’s critical
thinking objective,” says Alcala. “In LW403, we expect cadets
to be able to analyze a legal issue objectively, to really appreciate
the nuances of legal arguments and understand the strengths
and weaknesses of contrasting legal positions.” Cadets may
support one perspective over another; however, according to
Alcala they must be able to articulate and argue either side.
Once they do, they begin to see that matters of the law are
rarely black and white, and that, in both their military careers
and lives as U.S. citizens, they will need to navigate a lot of

“In LW403, we expect cadets to be able to analyze a legal
issue objectively, to really appreciate the nuances of legal
arguments and understand the strengths and weaknesses
of contrasting legal positions.”
— LTC Ronald Alcala, Associate Professor, Department of Law

The Lieber Institute, founded in 2016, is a unique part of the
United States Military Academy’s Law Department. The
Lieber Institute is a Margin of Excellence program named
for G. Norman Lieber, an Army officer who was appointed
the second Professor of Law at West Point and who later
served as the Judge Advocate General of the Army. Lieber
was also the son of Francis Lieber. In 1863, Francis Lieber
drafted the “Lieber Code” at the behest of President
Lincoln. The Lieber Code established rules for the
treatment of enemy soldiers and the protection of civilians
during the Civil War and later formed the basis for
international codifications of the law of war.
Professor Robert Lawless is the Managing Director of the
Lieber Institute at USMA. Lawless earned a J.D. from
The Lieber Institute was founded by BG (R) David Wallace and BG Shane Reeves ’96
in 2016.
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Cadets Learning Military Law Through Evolving
Discussions and the Lieber Institute
By Nile Clarke, WPAOG staff

200 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP VIA LAW

Top, left: Assistant Professor CPT Andrew Deel interacting with cadets during his “Constitutional and Military Law” course, with Josh Zock ’21 and Alyse Schnurr ’21 taking notes
during class. Bottom, left: Teasia Stewart ’21 (front) attending a “Constitutional and Military Law” course. Above, right: Assistant Professor CPT Victor A. Dunlop teaching a
course about the fifth Amendment and its clause against self-incrimination as it applies in the military.

Photos: Nile Clarke/WPAOG

Boston University School of Law and a B.A. from Rutgers
University, and has been on the USMA faculty team for a total
of four years. He primarily focuses on teaching “The Law of
Armed Conflict” to cows and firsties (juniors and seniors)
before they are commissioned from West Point and serve in
the U.S. Army. The Lieber Institute engages cadets in healthy
discussions about how military law will constantly be a part
of their military career. Lawless says, “Cadets are going to
leave USMA with a knowledge base of the law, that will
empower them and make them more capable leaders who
will have access to critical thinking tools to help them in a
productive way.”
The Lieber Institute serves as a “think tank” for cadets and
professors to foster deeper connections with the law as it
evolves and new questions arise that create discussions
around modern day warfare, new technologies, weapons,
and rules of engagement during war and peace. The Institute
is also a base for research, education and collaboration with
other organizations and schools. The Lieber Institute

co-hosts events like the “The Future Character of Warfare
and the Law of Armed Conflict.” The virtual event was held on
April 22, 2021, as a partnership between the Army Futures
Command and the Lieber Institute for Law and Land Warfare
that focused on war-gaming exercises and operational
concepts for the battlefield of 2035.
The institute also publishes the Lieber Studies Series which is
currently on volume five. The latest edition was published in
2020 and is titled “Necessity and Proportionality in
International Peace and Security Law” edited by Claus
Kress and Lawless. The series is not an official USMA
publication, but it serves as a learning tool derived from
academic research.
The study of law at the Academy has been a cornerstone of
the academic curriculum since 1821 and has continued to
grow ever since. The Department of Law and the Lieber
Institute at West Point both treat education of the law as an
ongoing process, providing tools that cadets will leverage in
their careers as military officers. 
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Assistant Professor CPT Andrew Deel interacting with virtual cadets and cadets in the classroom during his “Constitutional and Military Law” course.

Ultimately, as it is stated in the “Red Book,” the West Point
catalogue that contains the Academy’s curriculum and
departmental course descriptions, “[LW403] seeks to enable the
cadet to make intelligent commitment to the values and
preferences embodied in the Constitution and our system of
military and civilian law.” According to Brigadier General
Shane Reeves ’96, the new Dean of the Academic Board and
former Head of the Department of Law, this is precisely what
the Department of Law has been doing for cadets for the last
200 years, and what it continues to do as it enters its third
century of teaching. “The Law Department is committed to
developing leaders capable of mastering the challenges of the
modern battlefield,” Reeves explains. “Academy graduates have
always been expected to blend military proficiency with
intellectual depth, and given the complexities of future warfare,
the department’s emphasis on developing ‘thinking’ officers
has never been more important.”
Preparing cadets to fight and win our nation’s wars requires a
common understanding of the Constitution and a shared
commitment to support and defend it against all enemies, as
12
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“Academy graduates
have always been
expected to blend
military proficiency
with intellectual depth,
and given the complexities of future
warfare, the department’s emphasis
on developing ‘thinking’ officers has
never been more important.”
— BG Shane Reeves ’96, Dean of the Academic Board
stated in the commissioning oath. When cadets take that oath
at graduation, they do so with a strong foundational
understanding of the Constitution, the military justice system,
and the Law of Armed Conflict thanks to the West Point
Department of Law. 
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legal gray areas. “When we talk to graduates, a lot of them say
the same thing,” says Alcala. “They may not remember their
professor or how well they did in LW403, but the legal concepts
and principles the course exposed them to have stayed with
them over time.”
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Looking to replace a lost ring, or buy a special gift?
As official supplier to the U.S. Military Academy, Herff Jones
can provide graduates with class rings and jewelry for the
following graduation classes.
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A Shared Common
Bond of Service

For Tony (USMA ‘58) and Gabrielle Nadal, Patriots Colony’s
welcoming community of peers is a perfect fit.
“At Patriots
Colony you
always feel
included and
welcome.
Everybody looks
out for you.”

Tony enjoys every learning opportunity he can
find, while his wife Gabrielle prefers to stay home,
read and garden. Patriots Colony offers a wide
array of clubs and activities to suit every interest.
Patriots Colony is a Riverside Health System active
retirement community whose Independent Living
is exclusive to former military officers, federal civil
employees and their spouses or widow(ers). Enjoy
gourmet dining options, an enriching social and
activities calendar while being close to all the
culture of this historic area.

Schedule a Virtual Personal Tour Today | 800-716-9000 | PatriotsColony.com
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“UNTIL THE BATTLE IS WON”

Members of the United States Military Academy Class of 2021 graduated and were commissioned as second lieutenants in the U.S.
Army on May 22, 2021. After last year’s COVID-19 restrictions, the Graduation ceremony was back in Michie Stadium, with family and
friends in attendance to witness the class achieve this milestone. Members of the 50-Year Affiliate Class of 1971 were also in
attendance to present the newest members of the Long Gray Line with their second lieutenant bars, each engraved with “71-21.”
The ceremony was also live streamed for those who could not attend.
Those graduating were 80 percent of those who entered West Point nearly four years ago. The Class of 2021 has 80 graduates who
are sons or daughters of West Point graduates, 12 of whom have parents who are both graduates. 
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Graduation Day

Photos: SSG Chrissy Rivers/USMA Band; CDT Hannah Lamb ’23, CDT Tyler WIlliams ’23/USMA PAO

GRADUATION DAY

GRADUATION SPEAKER:
Honorable Lloyd J. Austin III ’75, 28th Secretary of Defense
NUMBER OF GRADUATES: 996
INTERNATIONAL CADETS: 13 (representing Bangladesh,
Bulgaria, Cameroon, South Korea, Liberia, Malaysia (2),
Moldova, Mongolia, Poland, Romania, Taiwan and Thailand).
FIRST CAPTAIN:
Reilly M. McGinnis, Macungie, Pennsylvania
CLASS PRESIDENT:
Katarina E. Christianson, Carver, Minnesota
VALEDICTORIAN:
Justin M. Gittemeier, McDonough, Georgia
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RECOGNIZING VALOR AND SERVICE

Medal of Honor Presented
to Puckett ’49
By Keith J. Hamel, WPAOG staff

I

t’s never too late to recognize valor. On May 21, 2021, Colonel
Ralph Puckett Jr. ’49 (Retired) traveled to the White House
and received the Medal of Honor for actions he performed while
serving as a first lieutenant during the Korean War more than
seven decades earlier. Puckett received a Distinguished Service
Cross for the actions and the award was recently upgraded to the
Medal of Honor.

Puckett’s other decorations include: another Distinguished
Service Cross (for heroic leadership during combat operations on
August 13, 1967 near Duc Pho, Vietnam), two Silver Stars, two
Legions of Merit, two Bronze Stars with “V” device for valor; five
Purple Hearts, 10 Air Medals, the Cross of Gallantry with Palm
from the Republic of Vietnam, and the Order of Military Merit
from the Republic of Colombia. Now, at 94 years old, he has been
presented with the nation’s highest military honor, making him
one of the most highly decorated members of the Long Gray Line.
16
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President Biden placing the Medal of Honor on COL (R) Ralph Puckett Jr. ’49 in a
ceremony at the White House

To date, 77 West Point Graduates have received the Medal of
Honor. The last to do so prior to Puckett was First Lieutenant
Alonzo Cushing, Class of June 1861, who was posthumously
presented with the award on November 6, 2014 for conspicuous
gallantry while serving as commanding officer of Battery A, 4th
United States Artillery, Artillery Brigade, II Corps, Army of the
Potomac at Cemetery Ridge during the Battle of Gettysburg on
July 3, 1863. The last living graduate to receive the award was
Paul “Buddy” Bucha ’65, who received the Medal of Honor in
1970 for his courageous actions to rescue and recover men of his
company during a 1968 battle with a North Vietnamese
battalion. Only two other members of the Long Gray Line have
received the Medal of Honor for actions during the Korean War,
both posthumously: First Lieutenant Richard T. Shea Jr. ’1952,
who, as acting company commander of Company A, 17th
Infantry Regiment, 7th Infantry Division, was killed in action at
Pork Chop Hill, Sokkogae, Korea; and Puckett’s classmate First
Lieutenant Samuel S. Coursen, who was killed on October 12,
1950 while saving the life of one of the soldiers in his platoon
during the Battle for Hill 174. In total, being newly
commissioned lieutenants serving as platoon leaders, 30 members
of the Class of 1949 died serving in Korea.
South Korean President Moon Jae-in, the first foreign leader to
participate in a Medal of Honor ceremony, called Puckett a “true
hero” of the Korean War. “Without the sacrifice of veterans,
including Colonel Puckett and the 8th Army Ranger Company,
the freedom and democracy we enjoy today couldn’t have
blossomed in Korea.”

Photo: Alex Brandon/AP

On November 25, 1950, Puckett led 50-plus Rangers from the
8th Army Ranger Company, a company that was formed just
months prior and that he volunteered to lead, against
approximately 500 enemy fighters in the Battle on Hill 205. The
battle lasted more than 24 hours, and Puckett and his men
repulsed five separate battalion-sized attacks. During the intense
fighting, Puckett continually exposed himself to enemy fire so
that he could survey the defense perimeter, as well as rally his
Rangers. He was wounded three times during the battle,
including a severe wound from a mortar attack during the
enemy’s sixth assault on Hill 205. Despite being left barely
conscious from his wounds, Puckett gave the order for his
company to withdraw before the hill was overrun, instructing his
soldiers to abandon him. Two privates ignored the order and
dragged Puckett to safety, but before his medical evacuation he
radioed for a white phosphorus incendiary munition attack at the
top of Hill 205. Puckett spent a year in an Army hospital due to
the wounds he suffered that night. He was offered a medical
discharge but continued to serve on active duty, notably as the
first Ranger advisor in the U.S. Army Mission to Colombia, as a
team commander in the 10th Special Forces Group in Germany,
and as the battalion commander of the 2nd Battalion, 502nd
Infantry Regiment (Airborne), 101st Airborne Division in
Vietnam. Puckett retired in 1971 but his service never ceased. In
1992 he was an inaugural inductee into the U.S. Army Ranger
Hall of Fame and, from 1996 to 2006, he served as the first
honorary colonel of the 75th Ranger Regiment. In 2004, in
recognition of his distinguished service, Puckett was presented
with the West Point Association of Graduates’ Distinguished
Graduate Award.

RECOGNIZING VALOR AND SERVICE

Never Surrender
Until the Battle is Won
By Erika Norton, WPAOG staff

W

hile in middle school, Second Lieutenant Kevin King ’21
watched his cousin, Dan Berschinski ’07, graduate from
West Point. Only a few years later, King visited his cousin at
Walter Reed Army Medical Center: Berschinski lost both of his
legs while leading his platoon in Afghanistan. After four months
of inpatient surgeries and three years of intense physical therapy
and prosthetic limb training, he became the military’s first
above-the-knee and hip-disarticulation amputee to walk on a
daily basis. King had thought about going to West Point in the
past, but after witnessing his cousin exemplify the Class of
2007’s motto—“Always Remember Never Surrender”—he was
inspired more than ever to serve.
“I was really inspired by the fact that he would go out and be
willing to give his life—and ultimately his legs—for his
country,” King said. It was a level of service to which he hadn’t
given much thought before. “But, when talking with him and
seeing the way he handled things, how resilient he was, and his
willingness to share his story and use it to inspire others
(including me), I was really motivated to go to West Point and
serve just as he has.”
After high school, King received an appointment and
admission to West Point with the Class of 2019; however, his
plebe year did not go as planned and he was separated from the
Academy near the end of his first semester—just prior to term
end examinations.
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Instead of letting this dampen his desire to serve, he
immediately enrolled at Indiana University and joined ROTC.
His number one priority was always to serve in the Army, and he
still wanted to graduate from West Point. “He did three full
semesters at IU, got great grades, pledged a fraternity, and
trained with ROTC, but he still wanted to go to West Point,”
Berschinski said. “As someone who went to West Point
somewhat begrudgingly and who knows firsthand that the
cadet experience can be tiring and tedious, the fact that Kevin’s
fun IU experience did not pull him off the path that he actually
wanted—it shows to me how much Kevin wanted to graduate
from West Point.”
After being denied once, King was able to build up his resume
with the help of Berschinski and several previous West Point
instructors and, after applying for a third time, was accepted
to the Unites States Military Academy, this time with the
Class of 2021. His 47-month experience was a successful one:
He was the C-1 Company Commander his firstie year, and, on
May 22, King graduated as a “Star Man” from West Point,
commissioning as an Infantry officer.

2LT Peter King ’21 and his cousin Dan Berschinski ’07 after King’s graduation.

King is grateful that he was able to come back and, after six years,
finally graduate from the institution he had wanted to attend
since he was young. It was even more special that his family and
his cousin Dan could be there in person to watch him receive his
diploma. “I think that, in a lot of ways, the journey I’ve been on
with my combat injuries has been very straightforward,”
Berschinski said. “But I think what Kevin did was incredible and
demonstrates that he’s super resilient.” It’s not so much that he
graduated from West Point that impresses Berschinski; it’s that he
never gave up on his commitment to serve despite the obstacles he
faced. Said Berschinski: “I think Kevin will be a phenomenal
officer and leader of character for our nation, because clearly
when he sets a goal, he will achieve it no matter the setbacks.” 
WEST POINT | SUMMER 2021
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Leaving Footprints in the Future
By Keith J. Hamel, WPAOG staff

by David Hughes III and Bill Taylor ’70, Guest Writers

W

hen Dave Hughes ’50 was selected as a West Point
Distinguished Graduate in 2004, a letter in his
nomination package contained a paradoxical, yet pertinent,
endorsement: “The world around us is changing at incredible
speed. Dave Hughes has not only been able to keep up with the
pace, but he’s counting the cadence as well. Many of our
graduates have left footprints in history, but how many have ever
left them in the future?”
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Dave Hughes is an American original. He was a superlative
fighting soldier in two wars, Korea and Vietnam. In Korea,
October 1951, Hughes led a depleted company of 37 men in an
assault of Hill 347, which was defended by a 600-man Chinese
battalion. As the dust and smoke settled, Hughes and the 15 men
he had left captured the hill and escorted 192 Chinese prisoners
off what became known as “Bloody Baldy.” For his leadership
actions in intense combat Hughes was awarded the
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“Without the ability to learn and collaborate remotely, COVID-19 would
have required a significantly more complex, resource-intensive, and risky
course of action at the Academy,” says Colonel Edward Teague ’95, USMA’s
Chief Information Officer. “Instead, we quickly reoriented, reorganized, and
safely executed the mission in the new environment.” A large part of this
new environment was made possible by Colonel Dave Hughes ’50 (Retired),
whose post-Army path helped facilitate the technological transformation
that makes distance learning possible.

LEAVING FOOTPRINTS IN THE FUTURE
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Distinguished Service Cross. Later, commanding a battalion of
the 25th Division in Vietnam between 1967-68, Hughes
successfully performed air mobile operations, earning a Silver
Star (his third) and 14 Air Medals. Outside of combat, Hughes
distinguished himself serving as an advisor in the Pentagon for
the Chief of Staff of the Army and later for the Secretary of
Defense, as a co-author (along with classmate Paul Gorman) of a
series of prescient studies that redefined the nature of future wars
and their relationships to American character and values (he also
drafted key portions of President Lyndon B. Johnson’s 1966 State
of the Union address and Secretary of Defense Robert
McNamara’s 1966 landmark speech before the American
Newspaper Editors), and as G-3 and later chief of staff of the 5th
Infantry Division (Mechanized) at Fort Carson, Colorado.

remote workplace has created habits that we’re not going to be
able to simply walk away from.” Yet, Hughes knew as early as
1973 that that a large part America’s future would be based on
emerging “Information Age” economics and activities, and he
was one of the first trailblazers to take a step toward making that
future happen.

Thousands of West Pointers over the years have distinguished
themselves on active duty in like manner to Dave Hughes, but
what clearly sets him apart and more than justified his selection
as a Distinguished Graduate is what he has done in the almost 50
years since he retired from the U.S. Army in 1973. Impressively,
Hughes added to his legacy post-retirement in the civilian world
by pioneering a visionary future, one that has become fully
manifest in this time of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The constant with Hughes was always innovation. His early
efforts were ahead of the technologies available in the 1970s.
He was first interested in the early electronic communications
systems known as Bulletin Board Systems (BBS). In the late
1970s Dave assembled some of the first BBS systems in the
world into what became known as “The Electronic Cottage.”
According to Howard Rheingold, author of The Virtual
Community (a 1993 book about computer-mediated
communication, social groups and information science),
Hughes was probably the first person in the world to utilize
these BBS communications devices in a political manner,
leading a collective effort of citizens armed with the earliest
modems to defeat unfair taxation on a work-at-home public in
El Paso Country, Colorado in 1981. This was an early
incarnation of “social networking,” far before its time and the
invention of the term.

Contemporary applications such as Skype, Zoom, WebEx,
GoToMeeting, and many other online video conferencing
software have become essential tools in the wake of COVIDmandated social distancing. “Video-based conference calls on
platforms like Zoom, Skype, Microsoft Teams, Google Meet,
Cisco WebEx, etc. are—like it or not—with us to stay,” said
columnist Bob Johnson in a September 2020 USA Today
special article. “It’s an approach that literally overnight went
from something unusual to completely mainstream, and the

In 1980 Hughes persuaded the Pike Peak Library District to
become one of the first public libraries in the world to give its
patrons 24-hour-a-day dial-up access, an initiative that made the
library famous. It was visited by librarians from across the nation,
and its director was chosen for the prestigious directorship of the
San Francisco Public Library System. Eighteen years later,
Hughes helped make the century-old Old Colorado City Branch
Library the first in the world to be wirelessly connected to the
Internet, a move that gave those without computer access to the

Dave Hughes ’50 (center) was one of seven
graduates to receive the Distinguished Graduate
Award in 2004. In his biographical write-up of
Hughes, Tom Dyer ’67, the Chairman and CEO of
the Association of Graduates at that time, called
him “a real broadband cowboy.” (NOTE: While
Dave wore his ever-present 7th Cav cowboy hat
onto the Plain for the ceremony, he removed it at
the time of the presentation.).
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World Wide Web. This extended his vision of a total learning
and teaching society using affordable public telecom as its virtual
classroom. But Hughes did a lot more for his vision—“to hook
up the 5.5. million brains on the planet”—in those 18 years than
add WiFi to a local library.
In the early 1980s the Internet was a decade away from birth, but
Hughes saw the future. Now that the technology was advancing,
Hughes began to formulate online tools focused on academics,
teaching, and learning. Scholars credit him with teaching one of
the first formal on-line college-degree courses in the world in
1982. In 1984, Hughes began to tutor Frank Odasz of Dillon,
Montana on the future of computer communications. At the
time, Odasz was teaching the course “Microcomputers in
Agriculture” for Colorado Mountain College, and he was a
frequent participant in a bulletin board known as “The Little
Red Electronic Schoolhouse,” which was one of the many BBSs
run by Hughes under his online moniker—The Cursor Cowboy.
Indeed, Hughes was always a cowboy. Being born on a working
ranch in the 1920s influenced this persona, and he was always
wearing cowboy boots and a Stetson, even to his Distinguished
Graduate Award ceremony.
“Here was a man with a vision!” Odasz later wrote. “Dave
provided me with an unfailing mentoring model: his bull colonel
tenacity was not about to let me fail, and I learned to implicitly
trust in his ongoing support.”
These two electronic cowboys established the Big Sky Telegraph,
a low-cost regional network. The Big Sky Telegraph “network”
was designed to counter the isolation that is a fact of rural
Montana life by providing a cheap, multipurpose alternative to
the long-distance phone calls that were Montanan’s principal

means of communication. Funded by various foundation grants,
the system went up in January 1988 and soon linked more than
100 one-room schools, as well as bigger schools, women’s centers,
organizations for disabled people, and many other social groups.
With so many local networks, users could connect while paying
lower long-distance or even local phone rates, and their postings
could be distributed to all networks on the system overnight.
Seeing the success of Hughes and Odasz’s network and using
similarly ingenious low-cost techniques, the state soon
established METNET (Montana Educational
Telecommunications Network) based on their model, enabling
students in tiny rural schools to communicate with students of
the same age around the world in a manner similar to today’s
distance learning paradigm—again, well before the Internet,
and in as rural as it gets, Montana.
Then came George Johnston, a research scientist at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s (MIT) plasma fusion
center. He and Hughes collaborated to teach an online course
in chaos mathematics. Within two weeks of their conversation,
in the late summer of 1990, Hughes had assembled a class of 20
high school students in Colorado, Montana, and Wyoming,
and Johnston began teaching the semester-long course.
Johnston ended up teaching the course three times. Big Sky
Telegraph became a model for remote dial-in learning and a
harbinger of online conference software used in education
today. Not only were students receiving advanced teaching
from an MIT professor, but many of them attributed this
course to their getting into colleges and universities that they
never would have otherwise. Teachers participating in the Big
Sky Telegraph were honing skills far in advance of what was
still not established yet, the Internet.

Hughes as a photographer on the Howitzer staff.
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Hughes receiving his diploma at graduation in June 1950 (note its place
of prominence on Hughes’s wall in the picture on page 18)
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Hughes as a firstie in the 1950 Howitzer.

LEAVING FOOTPRINTS IN THE FUTURE

In 1993 Hughes was awarded the Pioneer Award by the
Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF), sharing the honors
with the technical father of the Internet, Vint Cerf, and the
father of seminal packet switching (of great military importance),
Paul Baran. The citation for Hughes’s award stated: “Dave
Hughes has been an outspoken and effective grassroots
evangelist and spokesperson for popular computer networking
and electronic democracy for over a decade”; and, perhaps
forecasting his future role, “He continually brings network
connections and new applications to new populations here and
abroad…offering his experience, his inspiration and his vision
to any and all on the Net.”
Further demonstrating Hughes impact among the nascent
Internet community, popular technology magazines began
publishing articles about him. Jacques Leslie, writing for
WIRED, called Hughes, “…the best-known online personality in
the country…” and “to his admirers…‘the Ben Franklin of the
Information Age.’” Jack Rickard, editor of Boardwatch (a
magazine that monitored BBS communication), described
Hughes as “the online bumblebee.” “He cross-pollenates a lot of
things, getting the Unix people involved with bulletin boards
and the BBS hobbyists involved with Unix, and then he gets both
of those involved with the Internet and ties in the educators to all
of them,” Rickard wrote. Finally, in November 1998, proving

Hughes’s importance to the many possibilities of the
technological revolution (not just e-commerce and technological
elitism but balanced societal improvements aided by grass roots
technological innovation), WIRED named him one of the 25
most innovative “Wired” leaders in the world.
Perhaps envisioning the digital communication developments
that were still at least a decade away, beginning in 1994 Hughes
grasped both the need and the opportunity to use highly
technically advanced wireless communications, known as
spread-spectrum radio, to reach “all the people.” That year the
National Science Foundation—learning of Hughes’s unique
synthesis of interest in connectivity for rural, remote areas, his
passion for giving all schoolchildren access to the benefits of the
Information Age, and his own use of then costly data radios—
asked Hughes to accept a $350,000 grant to pioneer such uses for
education (normally the NSF awaits grant requests, usually from
universities; however, in Hughes’s case, it took the initiative with
Hughes five times, asking his small company to accept grant
awards in areas they believed were on the leading edge of
technology). With funding from the NSF, Hughes put spreadspectrum radio technology to use in numerous locations around
the world, including Puerto Rico, Wales, Alaska, Mongolia,
and more.

“Dave Hughes has been an outspoken and effective grassroots
evangelist and spokesperson for popular computer networking
and electronic democracy for over a decade.”
— 1993 EFF Pioneer Award Citation
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LTC Hughes on a July 1967 riverboat patrol in Vietnam.

Hughes receiving one of his many awards for his
service in Vietnam.

CPT Hughes posing for an official photo in his dress white
uniform, taken while he was assigned to the Department of
English in the late 1950s.
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LEAVING FOOTPRINTS IN THE FUTURE

However, that was only the beginning of the story. Tsering
Sherpa then wrote to Hughes with a simple yet compelling
request: Could Hughes help solve an education problem? He told
Hughes that Nepalese youth were destined to spend the rest of
their lives working as transport Sherpas unless they learned

Hughes, in the early 1980s, at work in his “electric cottage,”
an 1880s tack house behind his residence in Colorado
Springs, CO, that hosted the earliest computer bulletin board
system in the city and one of the first BBSs in the nation.
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English and could acquire an education. Hughes now turned his
attention to remote learning for the Hillary Schools, which were
part of Sir Edmund Hillary’s philanthropic efforts after his
historic climb of Mount Everest with Tenzing Norgay. Hughes
conceived of an extension of Internet access down into the
Hillary Schools that would allow teachers from the United States
to provide an educational opportunity to Nepalese youth not
previously possible. He mapped out the entire plan, from travel
to technology to deployment of wireless signals (initially from
the Internet cafe in Namche, across a valley, and into a Hillary
School). This time however, he would deliver the technology
personally and make the connections himself. This meant that
Hughes, at 75 years of age, flew into Kathmandu, trekked for
three days up to Namche at 19,000 feet alongside his
commissioned yaks and Sherpas, and established yet another
remote learning model, this time just below Mount Everest.
Once again, another Hughes technological effort became
worldwide news, making headlines in the New York Times, the
Washington Post, and several local newspapers.
The COVID crisis has challenged everyone to adjust their living
paradigms. The way people work, learn, and relate to one
another has been transformed through the need for social
distancing. But this abrupt transition has been softened thanks
to the groundwork laid by Dave Hughes ’50 over the course of
nearly four decades. Hughes was an important factor in the
development of the now ubiquitous technology in this COVID
era, which seemed to go literally overnight from something
peripheral to completely mainstream, but, in reality, evolved
over decades along a path on which Dave Hughes’s footprints are
clearly visible. 

Hughes, 75, riding upon a yak during the three-day trek up
to Namche, Nepal (19,000 feet), the departure point for
final assault on Mount Everest, where he helped establish
the first wireless Internet access allowing the Hillary
Schools to conduct remote learning for the children of
Sherpa Everest guides

Dave Hughes in front a bronze plaque
detailing the ‘Cyberpath’ named in his honor.
The Cyberpath, a segment jutting off the zero
block of South 25th Street in Colorado City,
CO, recognizes Hughes’s pioneering use of
computer technology though his Old
Colorado City Communications business,
which he started in 1984.

Photos: Submitted; Mark Reis/ The Gazette, Colorado Springs, CO

Through his close friendship and association with Gordon
Cook, the notable technology writer and reporter of “The Cook
Report,” Hughes developed a curiosity about Cook’s travels to
Nepal. Trekking throughout the region’s many historic venues,
learning about the mountaineering culture, Hughes, with the
help of Cook, made connections with local businesspeople,
educators, and technicians in both Nepal and the United States.
Then came the grand scheme. Hughes connected with Tsering
Sherpa, a local lodging businessman in Namche (the last “berg”
before Mount Everest Base Camp) who wanted to establish an
Internet cafe, but he had scant knowledge of how to bring
satellite technology to Namche and had no knowledge of setting
up a wireless Wi-Fi hot spot. Hughes learned that the coming
year, 2003, was the 50th anniversary of Sir Edmund Hillary and
Tenzing Norgay being the first explorers to successfully reach the
summit of Everest. Much media publicity would be taking place.
Trekkers would be flocking there. Hughes brought together
Tsering Sherpa, Cisco Systems, and other vendors to design a
project to bring wireless communications to the Namche
Internet cafe enterprise. As with many of his previous ventures,
Hughes self-funded much of this himself. This included
arranging the transport of the satellite equipment and solar
technology via 18 yaks from Kathmandu to Namche. Leading
from the front, Hughes was able to engineer all this remotely,
and the establishment of this satellite uplink that powered an
Internet cafe in Namche worked.
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200 Years of Leadership Via Law

Law Internships:
Experiential Learning
By LTC Ronald Alcala, Guest Writer

internship helped prepare them to become better officers. “I truly
believe that I am much more well rounded after participating in
this AIAD,” Keegan Buros ’20 explained after participating in
the Law Department’s European War Crimes Staff Ride in 2019.
“I can already see that this exposure will help me in my future as
an officer.”

aw majors regularly report that participating in a summer
internship was one of the highlights of their cadet experience.
Summer internships, known at the Academy as Advanced
Individual Academic Development (AIAD) experiences, promote
experiential learning by immersing cadets in an environment
totally different from what they would normally encounter at
West Point. As such, they provide a unique opportunity to
further educate and develop cadets. AIADs, along with cadet
capstone research, are part of the West Point’s Margin of
Excellence Academy Scholars Program.

Many of the Department of Law’s summer internships are made
possible by West Point alumni and friends of West Point. In the
past, graduates have served as AIAD sponsors and mentors while
others have funded AIAD projects. For example, every summer
since 2015—with the exception of the 2020 pandemic year—two
high performing cadets have participated as legal interns at
Latham & Watkins, one of the world’s largest multinational law
firms. Sponsored by Alan Avery ’83, a partner at Latham &
Watkins, the internship exposes cadets to a variety of legal
practice areas and enables them to participate in developmental
events, including lectures and speaker forums, alongside the
firm’s talented pool of summer associates.

For cadets in the Law and Legal Studies Program, participating
first-hand in the legal process and witnessing the law at work can
be inspiring—and sometimes a little daunting. Working through
legal problems in a real-world setting, however, is a challenge
these cadets are glad to accept. Invariably, cadets report that their

Other AIADs enable cadets to work directly with graduates.
During recent AIADs at the Army Office of the General Counsel
and the Office of the Judge Advocate General, cadets worked
with lawyers, including many West Point graduates, who
introduced them to complex contemporary legal issues and

L

Above: Tudor Scholars from the Department of Law visit with Vice President Pence at the White House in 2019. Each year, the department selects eight high-achieving cadets to
serve as Tudor Scholars who, in addition to their internships (e.g., World Bank, U.S. State Department, Secret Service, Department of Defense Office of General Counsel,
Congressional staff offices), participate in a specialized leadership program with government and business leaders.
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Summer internships offered by
the Department of Law are
formative and memorable
educational experiences.

LAW INTERNSHIPS: EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

By comparison, travel for the Civil Rights Staff Ride is entirely
domestic. The course combines interdisciplinary study in the
classroom with a two-week trip to various sites of importance to
both the historic and contemporary civil rights movement. After
completing an intensive week of classroom instruction at West
Point, cadets embark on an immersive journey through the Deep
South and beyond to understand modern issues in civil rights. As
part of the course’s interdisciplinary approach, cadets examine
current events informed by the law, politics, and history of the
civil rights movement. Enriching their study of civil rights, the
AIAD builds empathy by providing cadets the opportunity to
explore culture and identity through the food, music, and literature
of the South.
Various scholarship programs within the Law Department make
many of these AIADs possible. For example, the Civil Rights Staff
Ride is endowed by Georgette Boulegeris, sister of the late Michael
Boulegeris ’83, and supported by Rick Thibodeau ’70 and his late
wife MaryEllen Thibodeau. The Tudor Scholars Program (named
for William Tudor, named by George Washington as the first Judge
Advocate General) supports AIADs for up to eight high-achieving
cadets in Washington, DC each summer. In past years, designated
Tudor Scholars have interned at the State Department, the Secret
Service, the World Bank, the Pentagon, and various congressional
members’ offices.

explained the nature of high-level decision making at the
Pentagon. Following an AIAD at the Army Office of the
General Counsel in 2019, Mike Rudisill ’20 stated, “This
AIAD…provided a background of how the Army’s chain of
command works with its civilian counterpart at the most senior
level.” Rudisill further noted, “I was very fortunate to have
received this opportunity, and I think the leaders we met with
were also excited to provide some mentorship for a few future
platoon leaders.”
AIADs such as the War Crimes Staff Ride and the Michael G.
Boulegeris ’83 Civil Rights Staff Ride combine academic study of
a subject with travel to enrich the cadet learning experience. The
European War Crimes Staff Ride is a multi-nation trip focused on
the study of war crimes and the development of war crimes
prosecutions from Nuremberg, through the conflict in the former
Yugoslavia, to the contemporary practice of the international
tribunals at The Hague. Over the course of two weeks, cadets
enrolled in the AIAD explore the legal consequences and practical
realities of war crimes, genocide, and crimes against humanity.
The trip includes visits to courts and discussions with judges, as
well as visits to mass grave sites and talks with the survivors of
conflict. The staff ride culminates at The Hague, where cadets
have the opportunity to observe an ongoing trial at one of the
international criminal tribunals. A similar War Crimes Staff Ride
in Asia, which includes travel to Japan, Vietnam, and China,
focuses on the study of war crimes and the perception of war
crimes trials in the aftermath of conflict through the lens of the
lesser-known judgement of the Tokyo Tribunal.

Cadets selected for the Tudor Scholars Program engage in a
variety of enrichment events during their summer in Washington.
Organized and administered by France Hoang ’95, Brian Melton
’91, and Shawn Olds ’94, the scholars program incorporates
lunchtime discussions with government and business leaders,
as well as evening social and networking events. The 2019
Tudor Scholars, for example, had opportunities to meet and talk
with Brigadier General Mark Martins ’83, Chief Prosecutor of the
U.S. Military Commissions, and Vice President Mike Pence,
among others.
Other recent Department of Law AIADs have included
internships at the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit,
internships at the headquarters of Marsh & McLennan
Companies, attendance at the International Conference on Cyber
Conflict (CyCon) in Tallinn, Estonia, and internships at New
York Police Department Headquarters.
A relevant and focused AIAD can have a profound effect on a cadet.
AIADs not only broaden cadet education through an experiential
and meaningful program of learning, they also help inspire cadets
to become leaders of character as they prepare for a career of
professional excellence and service to the nation. The participation
and support of graduates has directly contributed to the success of
AIADs, and as the Department of Law enters its third century of
teaching law at West Point it hopes to continue offering cadets these
formative and memorable educational opportunities.
LTC Ronald Alcala is an Associate Professor and an Academy Professor
of Law in the Department of Law. He also serves as Program Director
of the Law and Legal Studies Program and Director of the Department
of Law’s AIAD Program. Before joining the faculty, Alcala served as a
Judge Advocate in a number of legal positions advising commanders on
criminal law, international law, and administrative law issues.
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Law and Legal Studies
Majors Nail It!
By LTC Thomas Oakley ’00, Guest Writer

audiences on matters related to LOAC. IIHL is headquartered at
Villa Ormond, an old Italian villa in the center of Sanremo, Italy.
Nestled on the Mediterranean Coast in the Italian Riviera,
Sanremo is the final residence of Alfred Nobel, of Nobel Prize
fame. The institute regularly trains legal advisors from all corners
of the world, offering them a one-of-a-kind multi-cultural
learning experience.

Thanks to the generous support of John Nail ’96 and his wife,
Caroline, six cadets have the chance to travel to Sanremo, Italy to
compete in an annual international Law of Armed Conflict
(LOAC) competition. These cadets, known as “Nail Scholars,”
represent West Point as they compete against their peers from the
other American service academies and foreign academies.

The competition gathers officers in training from around the
world to compete in an exercise that features a realistic
operational conflict, one requiring legal analysis and advice.
Paired with foreign counterparts, cadets represent mock states as
members of a Joint Operations Center working to advise a multinational command on legal challenges as the operational
scenario develops over time. To succeed, cadets must be able to
respond to legal issues spanning the range of ground, air, and
naval operations. To assess their performance, seasoned military
practitioners from around the world observe the sessions and
judge cadets based on the accuracy and quality of their legal
advice, their advocacy skills, and their ability operate in a multinational coalition.

The competition is hosted by the International Institute for
Humanitarian Law (IIHL), an international and neutral nongovernmental organization with a mission to train international

These legal, advocacy, and consensus-building skills will
certainly benefit cadets as they embark on their Army careers.
While some will eventually become Judge Advocates, all will

L

aw and Legal Studies majors experience a wide variety of
legal disciplines during their academic careers at West Point,
but the opportunities to learn and apply knowledge extend well
past the classroom. Thanks to the Academy’s Margin of
Excellence program, the Department of Law can offer many
broadening and enriching opportunities for cadets.

Above: The 2021 Sanremo Competition Team in the Center for the Rule of Law. All six “Nail Scholars” were members of the top syndicates during this year’s Military Academies
Competition, which was held virtually for the first time ever.
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West Point “Nail Scholars”
captured top honors in two
consecutive international Law of
Armed Conflict competitions.

LAW AND LEGAL STUDIES MAJORS NAIL IT!

serve as military leaders, and as such must have a functional
knowledge of the law of armed conflict. As future officers in
command and on staffs, cadets are likely to encounter issues
similar to those they war-game during their Sanremo experience,
offering a definite advantage to these soon-to-be leaders.
More importantly, the experience in Sanremo gives cadets a
chance to appreciate the benefits and challenges of operating in a
coalition environment and begins the development of this
valuable skill set. For example, the 2021 scenario required cadets
to resolve state disagreements over the interpretation of selfdefense under international law and identify attempts to
misapply international law to claim disputed waters.
The competition in Sanremo complements the Academy and
Department of Law’s wider efforts to expose cadets to worldclass academics and practitioners. Together with the Lieber
Institute and the Center for the Rule of Law, the Law
Department frequently hosts guest speakers and workshops that
focus on emerging issues in the law of war. This exposure
undoubtedly contributes to cadets’ depth of knowledge and
ability to excel in competition.
As one might imagine, the trip to Italy is quite popular with
cadets, and competition is stiff to earn one of the coveted six
spots on the team and become a “Nail Scholar.” Cadets try out
for the team through an interview process that assesses their base
LOAC knowledge as well as their advocacy skills. Typical
selectees will have taken both LW474 and LW476, the
Department of Law’s basic and advanced law of armed conflict
courses. However, there is no doubt that the overall educational
environment at the Academy contributes to their success on the
team. As former team member Second Lieutenant Hunter
Knibbe ’21 put it, “The broad liberal arts education…allowed
me to [use] problem solving skills learned in STEM classes
and…creative thinking taught in humanities classes…to form
innovative solutions to be successful in the competition.”

Photo: Submitted

Although the focus in Sanremo is on camaraderie and the
learning experience itself, a bit of healthy competition helps drive
preparation and effort. Cadets, of course, are competitive by
nature, and, as Army Chief of Staff General James McConville
’81 says, “Winning matters.” In 2019, which was the last inperson competition before the COVID-19 pandemic, Lieutenant
Colonel Chris Hartley ’91 led the West Point team to victory, as
cadets took first and third places overall as best advocates among
a pool of approximately 100 cadets from around the world
(including the Naval and Air Force academies). In 2021,
although the format changed to a virtual competition, cadets
achieved similar success.
In a typical year, cadets travel to Italy in late March, a few days
early to acclimate and prepare for the week-long competition.
Over the course of the week, cadets are evaluated on their
advocacy, advice, and ability to work in a coalition environment.
Cadet Brian McKenrick ’21 explained that the “briefing and
questioning portion of the competition allowed us as a team to…
‘red-team’ or pick apart each other’s answers and challenge one
another to the best of our abilities.”

In March 2021, six cadets represented West Point in the firstever virtual Sanremo Competition. This year’s team consisted
of two cows and four firsties, broken into two teams of three
cadets each. The competition paired each team with two other
foreign academy teams to form a nine-cadet “syndicate.”
Overall, six “syndicates” competed for the honor of being
named the best syndicate.
Working out of the Center for the Rule of Law at West Point,
cadets were able to engage via Zoom and IIHL’s learning
platform with counterparts from around the world. At the end
of the competition, the IIHL staff found that two syndicates
won in a virtual tie. All six West Point cadets came out on top,
as members of the top two finishing syndicates!
Although cadets surely missed the chance to travel to Italy,
they still had the chance to engage and compete with
international cadets and deliver legal advice in a simulated
conflict. In many ways the exercise reflected the reality of
modern-day, often remotely connected coalitions. Next year,
the Department of Law anticipates returning to normal
operations and looks forward to sending cadets back to
Sanremo for the in-person competition.
The Department of Law greatly appreciates the generous
support by alumni and friends which makes the Sanremo
Competition and other Margin of Excellence programs
possible. These programs enrich the cadet experience and
undoubtedly contribute to the caliber of leaders graduating
from the Academy. 
LTC Tom Oakley is an Assistant Professor in the Department of
Law. After graduating from West Point in 2000, he served for five
years as an Armor and Cavalry officer, deploying to Iraq with the
3d Armored Cavalry Regiment. After company command, Oakley
transitioned to the Judge Advocate General’s Corps, attending law
school at the Ohio State University. After serving in multiple billets
as a Judge Advocate, Oakley earned his Master of Laws at Columbia
Law School before joining the USMA staff. He currently serves as
course director for Advanced Law of Armed Conflict and coach for
the International Humanitarian Law Competition Team.

LTC Chris Hartley ’91 (center) with the Sanremo Competition Team at Villa Ormond,
site of the 2019 Military Academies Competition.
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Even though the future seems far away, it is
actually beginning right now.
—Mattie Stepanek
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USMA Mock Trial:
Lead, Think,
Object, Repeat
By LTC Daniel Maurer, Guest Writer

O

n any given Thursday night during the academic year, a
regular yet unusual sight appears in the Department of Law’s
Center for the Rule of Law. Though West Point is known for
housing its fair share of paranormal phantoms haunting the
barracks and quarters, what emerges these evenings is not the freefloating, full-torso apparition from the opening scene of
Ghostbusters (what cadets would call a “classic film”); rather, it is a
platoon’s worth of cadets, representing each class and nearly every
academic department, in a mix of black and gold civilian attire and
the uniform-of-the day. No P.K.E. meter, proton packs, or Tobin’s
Spirit Guide for this motley crew. These cadets are still lugging
around a dinner from Grant Hall that they have not had time to
eat, and they are carrying yellow legal pads, a rainbow of dry erase

markers, three-inch binders with hundreds of pages of documents,
heavily stickered laptops, and copies of Midlands Rules of
Evidence and Midlands Case Law. The cadets are not investigating
the supernatural, but they are preparing to engage another kind of
disembodied adversary—undergraduate opposing counsel at
nearby civilian universities on Zoom.
If the West Point club Mock Trial Team had a mission statement,
it might read something like “to develop the leadership,
confidence, critical thinking, and communication skills of future
officers through rigorous and realistic courtroom advocacy and
legal argument under pressure of intercollegiate competition.” But
the long-term goals of the Department of Law, which sponsors this
team, also include representing USMA to the civilian public,
exposing cadets to the Department’s courses and academic
enrichment opportunities, educating them about potential future
service as judge advocates, and introducing them to means and
methods of public service outside of the uniform that also “support
and defend the Constitution” consistent with their oaths. After a
year of teaching, learning, and living remotely, it turns out that
even this broad mission can be met with a deliberate (albeit novel)

Above, large photo: CDT Aiden Roberts ’22, Mock Trial Team CIC, address the “jury” during the team’s first intramural training trial, which was conducted last fall in West Point’s
courtroom. Inset: CDTs David Nakasone ’24 and Sam Prather ’24 review notes and strategy during the Inaugural Army-Navy Mock Trial Tournament on April 25, 2021, held at the
Riverside Café at Ike Hall.
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Cadets on the West Point Mock
Trial Team are at the intersection of
learning, fun, and personal and
professional growth.

USMA MOCK TRIAL: LEAD, THINK, OBJECT, REPEAT

strategy when you have smart, enthusiastic, and proactive cadets
leading the way.
Currently, the Mock Trial Team is made up of 21 cadets, led by
Aiden Roberts ’22, with support from faculty mentors in the
Department of Law, including Assistant Officer-in-Charge,
Captain Victor (Tony) Dunlop, an Army Reservist and
experienced civil litigator in the NYC region. In a “normal” year,
the team spends the fall semester traveling to civilian colleges in the
region, such as Yale and Fordham, competing in two-day
tournaments. The cadets prepare for and role play as legal counsel
for both plaintiffs and defendants in civil cases, as prosecutors and
defense counsel in criminal cases, and as credible, convincing
witnesses in all cases. One team member described a routine scene
preparing for competition this way: “One of my favorite mock trial
memories is sitting in a hotel conference room at 1am the night
before a trial drilling my witness on potential cross-examination
questions. I remember looking around the conference table strewn
with papers, binders, and coffee cups, at the seven other members
of our team and thinking—not a bad Friday night.”
During these invitational tournaments, the schools all compete
from the same case file, dense with fictional facts occurring in the
state of “Midlands,” creatively developed annually by the American
Mock Trial Association (AMTA). Teams are judged and evaluated
on their technical acumen, poise, presentation, and advocacy by
neutral volunteers, who are usually practicing civilian attorneys. In
the spring semester, teams participate in a series of round-robin
tournaments hosted by the AMTA, culminating in regional and
national tournaments.

Photo: Submitted

Of course, 2020-21 was not a normal year. Rather than forgo a
competition season altogether, the regional invitational
tournaments last fall and the AMTA-led competitions this past

spring were executed remotely to mitigate COVID exposure risk,
with cadets and their civilian opponents facing off, not in the well
of the courtroom before a towering mahogany judge’s bench, but
before socially distanced computer screens. Still, tangible evidence
was able to be introduced and objected over, witnesses (artfully
played by team members) were cross-examined, and “attorneys”
delivered cogent opening statements and impassioned closing
arguments. The USMA Mock Trial Team competed against a wide
variety of exceptionally talented civilian programs, including those
of Princeton University, Dartmouth College, Wellesley College,
Amherst College, and the University of Massachusetts at Lowell.
Due to the hard work and the reputation of the team’s veterans,
interest exploded during this year’s informational Club Night,
drawing dozens of cadets and allowing the team to grow by
upwards of 75 percent. This growth allowed the seasoned
competitors in this cadet-led club more opportunity to teach,
coach, and mentor younger teammates and to divide the group
into two competitive “A” and “B” teams, allowing matchups
against larger colleges. Interest in the Mock Trial Team also
exposed an unprecedented number of plebes to the Law
Department, leading several to choose Law and Legal Studies as
their major well before their peers were ready to consider which
department to call home for the next three years.
The best advocates for the team are the members themselves. One
explained the club’s value this way: “Mock Trial has possibly the
steepest learning curve of any academic club at West Point. We
learn trial advocacy, the federal rules of evidence, and then go
head-to-head against other programs. Usually, we’re arguing rules,
case law, and statutes before experienced attorneys and real judges.
No other club requires its members to learn, plan, build, rehearse,
and present a three-hour trial.” Other cadets reflected on the
opportunity to learn from senior cadets outside of their regular

Collin Limp ’21 questions a “witness” during testimony in the Third Annual New England Invitational Mock Trial Tournament, conducted via Zoom, from the Department of
Law’s Center for the Rule of Law in October 2020.
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The Army-Navy Mock Trial was held on April 25, 2021 at the Riverside Cafe located in Eisenhower Hall. Top, left: Participants CDTs Aaron Hoff ’24, Aaron Hall ’23, and Darby
O’Neil ’24. Top right: CDTs Benjamin Baumgardner ’24 and Howard Hogan ’23. Lower left: CPT Victor Dunlop (left) and LTC Dan Maurer (right), Mock Trial Team Officers-inCharge. Lower right: CDT Isabella Regine’23 taking notes while observing the trial.

For most of the cadets, the experience of Mock Trial is not merely
an opportunity to learn a bit about legal practice or to quench their
highly competitive natures, it is also about the joy of gelling into
cohesive teams and finding fun in the most unusual of places. “On
Thursday nights we can be found in the library of the Law
Department laughing at impossible case theories and shaking our
heads at an unfortunate voicemail left by our ‘client’ or an
unsightly bank transfer,” said one team member, “For just a couple
hours a week (and plenty of hours on competition weekends) we
can forget about our West Point duties, straighten up our ties, and
pretend to prosecute Midlands’ worst criminals and defend its
sketchiest businesses.”
Ultimately, the prime objective of West Point’s Mock Trial Team
is not to earn a conviction or favorable “court” judgment but to
further each cadet’s personal and professional development,
making the long game far more important. The sustained mental
endurance required of three hours of trial, several times a day,
across multiple days, is analogous to the sustained physical
endurance required of ruck marches. Case preparation—from
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deciding what evidence to introduce, to reading the opposing
counsel’s intent, to examining hostile witnesses, and, finally, to
what to emphasize in a closing argument—is analogous to the
deliberate planning, preparation, and pre-combat checks for
missions. The ability to rapidly spot a flawed argument and to
counter it smoothly with a finely tuned objection is analogous to
the ability to rapidly identifying a hostile threat and countering it
smoothy with a finely tuned three-round burst. But, more
importantly, these soon-to-be-lieutenants are building up their
ability to decipher complex narratives and histories, to form and
persuasively argue difficult points (often with no clear “right”
answer), and to place all of it in the context of values and the rule
of law to which the profession of arms is moored—all skills and
duties demanded of leaders of character. 
LTC Maurer is the 2020-21 Mock Trial Team Officer-in-Charge.
He is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Law, where he
teaches a military justice theory elective and the constitutional and
military law core course. A former combat engineer officer and now
Judge Advocate, his related previous assignments include serving as
trial counsel (court-martial prosecutor) at Fort Hood, TX, appellate
counsel in Washington, DC, and chief of military justice (supervising
all prosecutions) at Fort Sill, OK.

Photos: Nile Clarke/WPAOG

chain-of-command: “The Mock Trial Team connected me with
upperclass mentors” and “broadened my perspective on West
Point and has made me a more well-rounded cadet.”

USMA MOCK TRIAL: LEAD, THINK, OBJECT, REPEAT

Means, Motive, Opportunity:
These are the ingredients for any successful prosecution in a
courtroom, and they are precisely what the members of
USMA’s Mock Trial Team had in droves when they took the
“W” over Navy this spring at the inaugural Army-Navy Mock
Trial Competition, completed virtually at Eisenhower Hall.
The cadets outscored the middies in both trials of the day,
earning high praise from the competition’s four neutral
civilian judges, with the Honorable Timothy Meredith, a judge
on Maryland’s Court of Special Appeals, calling USMA’s
Mock Trial cadets “comparable to second- and third-year law
school students,”
At the invitation of Captain Doug Germano (USMC), the
Naval Academy’s Mock Trial Team officer-in-charge,
USMA’s Mock Trial Team accepted the opportunity to
culminate their season with this first-ever event. With less
than a month to organize and prepare for the challenge,
cadets demonstrated both noteworthy administrative skills
and a high degree of motivation.
Divided into two abbreviated civil trials involving the fictional
state of Midlands, one team of cadets served as plaintiff’s
counsel and role-played various witnesses in a battery suit
involving the wrongful death (by poison) at a winery just
before the victim’s wedding. Both scoring judges had Army
defeating Navy, with cadets earning plaudits for the “best

cross-examination” and “best attorney,” Aaron Hoff ’24. In the
second trial, the USMA team represented a defendant in a
negligence claim, again outscoring the middies according to
two different judges, one whom included current civil
litigator Brian Melton ’91. Though this was a much tighter
contest than the first duel, two cadets achieved special
praise: David Nakasone ’24 and Samuel Prather ’24 were
recognized for “best direct-examination” and both were
named “best attorney” by the judges. Mock Trial veteran and
assistant Cadet-in-Charge Cassidy Shrope ’21 showcased
formidable acting chops, earning “best witness” praise from
both judges.
Navy’s crew, although a new program for their Academy, did
put up a fight: “Navy put on a good show and we look
forward to beating them by even wider margins in the future,”
said Army’s Cadet-in-Charge Aiden Roberts ’22.
After the trials wrapped up, the team celebrated its victory
over Navy and the year overall with a dinner and award
ceremony, recognizing stellar achievements with awards for
the “biggest headphones” (Collin Limp ’21) and “funniest oncamera etiquette” (Maxwell Onaga ’24). With plebes making
up more than half the team, there is little doubt that USMA’s
Mock Trial squad is in good hands for the foreseeable future.
Go Army, Sue Navy! 

Photo: Nile Clarke/WPAOG

CDTs Howard Hogan ’23, Samantha Gunn ’23, Benjamin Baumgardner ’24, Darby O’Neil ’24, Aaron Hoff ’24, and CDT Aaron Hall ’23 holding the Mock Trial banner after
attending the virtual Army-Navy Mock Trial.
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USMA Dominates 2021
Sandhurst Competition
The Sandhurst Competition at West Point resumed in 2021,
without international participants but with plenty of sweat,
skills and strength on display.

Photos: Nile Clarke/WPAOG; CDT Stephen Litterini ’24/USMA PAO

By Nile Clarke, WPAOG staff
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USMA DOMINATES 2021 SANDHURST COMPETITION

C

adets, midshipmen and College ROTC teams hit the
ground marching at West Point while carrying a 35-pound
rucksack on their backs as they started the 52nd Annual
Sandhurst Military Skills Competition, April 16-17, 2021.
Residents and faculty at the United States Military Academy
could be heard cheering on all 44 teams around post for two days
straight. As the 36-hour competition came to an end, USMA
took the top three spots, with Company F-1 at number three,
USMA Gold at number two and USMA Black at number one.
It’s been about two years since the last Sandhurst competition
was held at West Point in 2019. Sandhurst 2020 was canceled
because the United States was in the middle of the COVID-19
pandemic. Safety protocols for travel during COVID-19 were
still in effect during this year's event, therefore no international
teams traveled to West Point in 2021 (international teams will
return for Sandhurst 2022). Lieutenant Colonel Christopher D.
Ophardt hosted the Sandhurst live stream and was excited to see
the competition back. Ophardt said, “Because we are so far along
with vaccinations, it was encouraging. Sandhurst started to feel
more normal again.”

Photos: CDT Stephen Litterini ’24, Tarnish Pride, CDT Ellington Ward ’22/USMA PAO

The 2021 Sandhurst slate this year included three other service
academies, 16 ROTC teams from universities and 25 teams from
USMA. The Academy also held a pre-game relay race that got the
competitors really warmed up and allowed teams with the fastest
times to select which obstacle challenge they would like to start
with on the first day. Sandhurst 2021 included 16 challenges. A
very cold Day One had 12 events, ending in an eight-mile
rucksack march to Camp Buckner (six of the eight miles uphill!)
for the night. Day Two was filled with four more obstacle
challenges, including the final challenge, “The Crucible.”
Ophardt said lots of training, especially on hills and mountains,
is the best way for cadets and future Sandhurst teams to prepare
for challenges like this.
The elements tested Sandhurst teams as competitors threw
grenades in the mud and paddled in Lusk Reservoir through the
rain. Physical fitness was challenged as they pushed a 3,000-pluspound Humvee across an open field. Then the entire team’s
ability to work together in a high-pressure situation was put to
the test live at Daly field during “The Crucible” challenge. All 44
teams accomplished their missions. After it was all over, Sam
Hilferty ’21 was grateful for the experience, saying, “Great
competition overall. I learned just how far you can push yourself
when your team is all around you.”

View the USMA video of Sandhurst 2021. Open the
camera on your smartphone or tablet. Hold over the
QR Code image at right and click on the link that
appears. Or go to bit.ly/Sandhurst2021
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Lost and Found:
Legacies of the
Long Gray Line
•

By Isabella Wolf, WPAOG staff

magine replacing your dishwasher and finding a ring along the
back wall in the now empty spot. It is clearly a class ring: unique,
large, and with an impressive stone in the center and writing on
the sides. Unbeknownst to you, you just found one of the
previous homeowner’s most prized possessions, his West Point
class ring. But finding such a ring is not as uncommon as one
might originally suspect. Found West Point rings frequently
make headlines in local papers. In fact, there is a volunteer
operation run by West Point graduates solely dedicated to
returning found class rings to their original owner or his or her
family. But while small objects like rings can understandably
become lost, larger objects are often found in unexpected places
too: last fall, a saber was delivered to the wrong home by a
moving company in California; and, in 2012, a cadet dress coat
was returned to a graduate’s family after it was discovered on a
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beach in the wake of Hurricane Sandy. Once returned, all found
West Point objects become connections to those who receive
these recovered items, not only members of the Long Gray Line
but often the remaining living family members of the graduate’s
family as well. For family members, the items remain as a
permanent reminder of their loved one’s service and their
connection to West Point.
Because modifications are rarely made to class rings, sabers, and
cadet uniforms, these objects are readily identifiable to anyone
familiar with the United States Military Academy. Although, if
the finder has no relation to the Academy, they are often
stumped on how to return the item to its original owner or the
owner’s family. Many turn to the West Point Museum or the
West Point Association of Graduates (WPAOG) to help them
locate the original owner.

Photo: Matthew Moeller/USMA PAO

I

It is amazing how “mere” tangible objects take on a life of their own,
connecting members of the Long Gray Line, their families, and others
who believe in the values of West Point and military service.

LOST AND FOUND: LEGACIES OF THE LONG GRAY LINE

An example of this lost-and-found process occurred in January
2021 when the Schwandt family of Appleton, Wisconsin was
cleaning out the last few objects in their father’s military
memorabilia collection. Donald Schwandt was not a West Point
graduate, nor was any member of his family, but he had a West
Point cadet saber in his collection. Schwandt kept meticulous
records for nearly every item in his collection, but nothing was
left behind for the saber explaining how it came into his
possession. The only clues the Schwandt family came from the
engraving: “U.S.M.A.” on one edge of the blade and the name
“Lawrence Guyer” on the other. A family friend assisting in the
sale of the remaining items recommended that the family return
the saber to the family of the original owner. They turned to
WPAOG’s Alumni Services for help, and a quick search of
WPAOG’s database found that Brigadier General Lawrence
Guyer was a 1929 graduate who passed in away in 1984 in
Florida, which added to the mystery of how the saber ended up
in Wisconsin.
Finding a relative for a graduate who has been deceased for
nearly four decades can be challenging but, locating Guyer’s
family was a surprisingly simple task. Although Guyer had no
known living next of kin, a search of WPAOG’s records found a
connection to another family member. Brigadier General
Guyer’s father was Colonel George Guyer, an 1891 graduate.
Colonel Guyer’s family records were more robust, listing two
sons, Lawrence and Robert, who were Academy graduates, two
grandchildren who were also graduates, and several other family
members. One of Colonel Guyer’s grandsons, Colonel Edward
Burr (Class of June 1943), had recently passed away and his
daughter, Reverend Shelley Burr Heller, was listed as the next of
kin. With Brigadier General Guyer’s great-niece found,
WPAOG staff coordinated with the two families to complete a
return of the sword. After departing from Wisconsin, the saber
made a brief return to West Point before being sent off to
Washington state. After years of being separated from its original
owner, the long-lost object has now been returned to a relative of
Brigadier General Guyer.

Photo: WPAOG archives

Reunions like this highlight the importance of WPAOG’s
careful tracking of West Point legacy families and their familial
connections, which is used for more than just returning lost
objects. For many West Point graduates, connections to other
graduates symbolize a deeper link to their alma mater. These
connections also represent a legacy for their family members.
After receiving the saber, Revered Burr Heller was inspired to
research her family genealogy. When asked if she was aware that
she was related to graduates beyond her mother and father’s
immediate family, she was surprised to find she had West Point
connections that exceeded the three generations of which she
was aware.
The Burr family’s ties to West Point began with Brigadier
General Edward Burr, who graduated with the Class of 1882.
His sons, Colonel William Burr and Lieutenant Colonel John
Burr, both graduated with the Class of 1914. John Burr was
father to aforementioned Edward Burr ’43JUN and grandfather
to Reverend Burr Heller. William, John’s brother, married the
daughter of Colonel George Goode, Class of 1880. Colonel
Goode’s wife, Susie Goode, was the great-great-granddaughter of

one of the first West Point graduates, Charles Gratiot, Class of
1806. Gratiot was one of five men appointed to USMA by
President Thomas Jefferson, and his Cullum Number is 16, a far
cry from the five-digit numbers assigned to today’s graduates.
Gratiot’s impressive achievements include having a county in
Michigan, as well as towns in both Michigan and Ohio, named
after him.
In one afternoon, WPAOG employees were able to construct a
family tree that included branches of which even the family did
not know (page 38). Somehow a saber, long lost from its original
owner, connected the Burr (Guyer) family to its West Point
history and helped the Schwandt family bring closure—both
families, hundreds of miles apart, grieving over the recent loss of
a father.
These found West Point objects represent so much more than
military service. They are connections to a line of fellow leaders
and soldiers. They are the legacy left behind. For Daniel
Schwandt, the military items his father collected represent a
basement museum filled with items that Donald used to teach
Daniel and his brothers about dedication to service and country.
Donald viewed himself as a steward to these items rather than an
owner and he may have been the perfect temporary caretaker for
the saber.

Left: Lawrence Guyer ’29. Right: Detail of engraving on the USMA saber.

In near-perfect timing, the saber was returned to the Burr
(Guyer) family just in time for an important, but somber family
event. In June 2021, the saber made its way to Arlington
National Cemetery for the funeral of Colonel Edward Burr,
which was delayed due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Now, the
saber remains with the Burr family. Reverend Shelley Burr
Heller’s son, Captain Aaron Smith of the U.S. Army Reserve, has
become its new steward and will pass the sword onto another
Burr family member in the future. The sword is now more than a
family heirloom representing more than a singular person: it
symbolizes one graduate’s alma mater, a family’s dedication to
preserving the integrity of veterans, and another family’s legacy,
all while offering its new holder an amazing story to share. 
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LOST AND FOUND: LEGACIES OF THE LONG GRAY LINE

The

Guyer Burr
FAMILY TREE

•

BG Edward Burr
1882

COL George Guyer
1891

†

LTC John Burr
1914

Mrs. Ruth Guyer Burr

COL Edward Burr II
JUN 1943

COL William Burr II
1944

BG Lawrence Guyer
1929†

Mrs. Patricia Burr

LTC Robert Guyer
1916

Mr. James Guyer
1951

Robert Burr

Mr. Edward Burr III

Son

Julie Burr

Reverend
Shelley Burr Heller

Son

CPT Aaron Smith‡
†Original owner of saber.
‡Current owner of saber
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COL William Burr
1914

Military Retiree
Recognition Program
WPAOG’s Military Retiree Recognition Program honors our military retirees for their service and
sacrifice. If you retired on October 1, 2017 or later, you are eligible for a free Grad Insider Tour for
you and three guests, as well as a free night at The Hotel Thayer, subject to restrictions. We will also
publish your name in West Point magazine, with your permission. If you wish to participate, please
contact retiree@wpaog.org to learn more.
The following graduates retired from active, reserve, or National Guard duty. We thank them for
serving this great nation, and the Association looks forward to serving you. 

Class

MG Robert D. Carlson
COL John J. Combs
COL Michael L. Foster
COL Christopher W. Waters
COL Rodney S. Gonzalez
COL David D. Haight
COL John D. Hixson
COL Jose L. Polanco
COL Christopher T. Kuhn
MAJ Kenneth M. Bolin
LTC Richard K. Dembowski
LTC Marc N. Shafer
LTC Matthew A. DeLoia
LTC Eric A. Blomstedt
LTC Brian E. Supko
LTC Brian J. Moore
MAJ Ryan B. Kurrus
LTC Lucius E. Tillman
LTC Coley D. Tyler
MAJ Edward O. Ghelardini II

1982
1987
1990
1992
1993
1994
1994
1994
1995
1996
1996
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2000
2000
2000
2002
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Class of 1971
Extends Challenge
As another indication of its dedication to supporting the
Class of 2021, the Class of 1971 challenged its 50-Year
Affiliation Class to help them establish their class’s
commitment to giving back to West Point and inspiring a
culture of philanthropy amongst the newest members of
the Long Gray Line.
With a promise to donate $1,000 for every participation
percentage, the Class of 1971 is proud to present $33,000 to
the Class of 2021 Class Gift Fund.

Class of 2021

33%

Overall Class Participation

3

Top

Companies
D-2 100%

D-3

C-1

96.43%

96%

Marcelino O. Allen-George (C3)
Daniel V. Alvarado (C3)
Morgan J. Ammons (B4)
Judson S. Andonov (C1)
Ka'Tyvin T. Anthony (C3)
Catalin Apostol (A4)
Tyler J. Aucoin (G3)
William C. Bagley (D2)
Jazmine M. Bagsby (E3)
Emilyanne R. Baker (F3)
Ronasia J. Ball (B2)
Christopher W. Bang (D2)
Ryan M. Barrios (G3)
Gavin T. Bassett (B3)
Savannah N. Bassett (B3)
Raheim P. Baxter (D3)
Mia E. Bean (G2)
Emma K. Begin (H1)
Taylor C. Beldi (C3)
Tyrese D. Bender (D2)
Olivia G. Bennett (G2)
Annabel C. Benoit (C3)
Madison A. Berg (A1)
John M. Blodgett (G2)
Grace C. Blomberg (H2)
Connor A. Bogner (G2)
Jeremy A. Bone (G2)
Thomas J. Bordeaux (E3)
Andrew P. Bowlus (B1)
John W. Boyer (H2)
Jacob A. Bozlee (C3)
Brandi N. Braggs (G1)
Jacqueline N. Brattan (B3)
Noah L. Breslaw (E2)
Kamryn E. Brinson (G3)
Joshua J. Brock (B3)
Jane M. Bryce (F4)
Shea J. Buckner (B3)
Jacob R. Bueno (C1)
Alexandria M. Bullen (G3)
Zachary J. Bunn (A4)
Barbara G. Bunting (C1)
Hague D. Bush (D3)
Zachary R. Calderone (A4)
Jesse E. Campanella (G2)
Adam S. Campbell (C2)
Jonathan E. Carbonella (H2)
Talia J. Carello (D3)
Matthew R. Carey (C1)
Alexander B. Caron (B3)
Luke D. Carpenter (C1)
Dalton A. Carter (C2)
Sydney A. Cassalia (A4)
Travis J. Catina (B1)
Connor J. Cerda (B3)
Justin D. Charette (I3)
Morgan C. Chewning-Kulick (D3)

Hunter G. Choy (H2)
Katarina E. Christianson (I3)
Jacqueline M. Chronister (I4)
Kyle B. Coker (G3)
Scott A. Collins (G4)
John W. Conroy (C2)
Andrew R. Constable (C2)
Nicholas J. Corkery (E1)
Joseph D. Cotton (D3)
John H. Czerwinski (B2)
Alexandre M. Dang (B3)
Jonathan-Scott W. Davidson (D2)
John D. Davies (A4)
NaVonte N. Dean (C1)
Cameron A. Dell (E4)
Justin DeoPaul (C1)
Chloe S. DeWees (B2)
Dayana Dieudonne (D3)
Kevin D. Dineen (D2)
Dominic M. Distefano (I4)
Justin D. Dokken (E4)
Parth J. Doshi (B3)
Jason M. Douple (D3)
Jonathan E. Dow (H2)
Joseph R. Drennan (I2)
Stephanie M. Dudgeon (D2)
Stephen C. Duer (A4)
Anne W. Dunlap (C2)
Rachel M. Eby (H4)
Robert E. Elkins (C3)
Zachary E. Ellis (C1)
Isabelle E. Embola (D3)
Luke A. Ensing (H2)
Nicholas D. Epperson (F1)
Kelley J. Ericson (H2)
Helen M. Escagne (E4)
Aubrey L. Evans (I2)
Tyler L. Fleagle (C3)
Benjamin A. Foster (E3)
Joshua D. Foust (H2)
Gabriel S. Fuhrman (E3)
Knox C. Fuller (D2)
Perry J. Fulton (G3)
Elizavetta S. Fursova (D3)
Anthony C. Genaro (D2)
Anthony L. Giachin (C3)
Madeleine H. Gist (D2)
Justin M. Gittemeier (I2)
Weston W. Graves (H2)
Travis D. Greer (I3)
Jack M. Greer (D3)
Bartlomiej J. Grzybowski (C2)
Kevin S. Guardino (G2)
Nathan A. Hagg (C3)
Trevor C. Hallock (A4)
Audrey J. Hamilton (A1)
Thomas D. Hamm (B1)

“Perhaps the most important accomplishment in our 50th Reunion Gift Campaign is the involvement of and
participation by our classmates. As of this writing, the Class of 1971 50th Gift participation percentage is 92.45 percent,
the highest of any class since records started being kept for the Class of 1938. Our success in involving our classmates in
contributing to the Academy made it easy for the Class Executive Committee to recommend to the class to approve
the Gift Challenge to the Class of 2021—and the Class of 1971 voted overwhelming to do so.”
—Mr. Tom Mannle Jr., Class of 1971 President
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Chamberlin A. Liddell-Patacsil (G2)
Kyle A. Lipton (F1)
Drew E. Litynski (G1)
Jacob M. Lowman (H2)
Abbie R. Lucas (I2)
William K. Luker (D3)
Edison K. Ly (G2)
Colin M. Lynch (D3)
Amanda G. Macauley (D2)
George C. Madden (G2)
Howard K. Mahoney (H2)
Isabelle G. Malinowski (C2)
Sophia R. Maliscke (G2)
Wesley R. Malone (D2)
Cameron S. Manor (G3)
Andrew J. Marsh (G3)
Alexandra K. Martin (A3)
Bridget J. Mayfield (C3)
Meeah R. Mazikowski (C1)
Luca C. Mazzanti (A2)
Erin E. McCarthy (H2)
Breana J. McDonald (B3)
Nicholas M. McDonald (H2)
Benjamin S. McDougall (B1)
Reilly M. McGinnis (I3)
Brian C. McKenrick (H2)
Lauren K. McNevin (D3)
Julianne D. Meany (G2)
Mason P. Michels (G3)
Haley Middleton (B1)
Cory M. Mikuly (D2)
Parker C. Minotti (D3)
Andrew T. Mizell (G3)
Jarod E. Mockus (D3)
AnnMarie Moolenaar (G2)
Kevin M. Moore (D2)
Broderick J. Moore (C1)
Scott E. Moore (B2)
Alexander D. Morales (C1)
Rebecca A. Morel (B1)
Sayniish P. Muniandy (D2)
Shreyans R. Munot (G3)
Ryan A. Murphy (H2)
Elizabeth J. Murphy (E3)
Julia G. Murray (I4)
Kathleen V. Newman (G3)
Lixrine Epie Ngeme (C3)
Nathania Nuno (B3)
Ana K. Oglivie (G3)
Adaugo L. Oguejiofor (C1)
Nathaniel J. Olsavsky (E2)
Margaret M. Oriani (B1)
Bryce R. Ott (G3)
Patrick W. Oursler (C1)
Eric M. Paar (A3)
Mia C. Padon (G3)
Timothy Y. Park (D3)

Benjamin L. Parrish (D2)
Elijah H. Parrott (B1)
Edriece J. Patterson (B3)
Matthew J. Paulton (D2)
George A. Pavlakis (C2)
Steve Perkins (D2)
Lane A. Peters (C2)
Grace A. Phillips (B3)
William C. Pickell (D2)
Alec P. Pieretti (B1)
Grant S. Pierson (I2)
George A. Plantenga (D3)
Christopher D. Ploch (E1)
Colton W. Porter (D3)
Andrew J. Posch (C3)
Gavin M. Poulin (D3)
Hannah M. Presley (C2)
Andrew W. Quantz (C2)
Benjamin A. Radcliff (C1)
Thomas P. Rafferty (B3)
Megan E. Raftery (A4)
Jessica D. Rawls (B2)
Kiernan J. Reagan (G3)
Emma R. Record (B3)
Fisher A. Rector (B2)
Adam D. Redfield (E3)
Quinton R. Reese (D3)
Colin M. Reichman (E3)
Jennifer P. Reis (C3)
Shane E. Rilat (F1)
Matthew J. Rivera (D2)
David J. Ro (G3)
John P. Robertson (E3)
Justin R. Robinson (G3)
Nathaniel Rodriguez (E4)
John P. Roeder (G3)
Esther J. Roman (C1)
Frank A. Rose (C1)
Randall Ross (C2)
Timothy J. Rudolph (B3)
Gerrit Z. Rummel (I2)
Matthew V. Rusiniak (B1)
Landon P. Salyers (D3)
Bryce A. Samuel (A2)
Nicholas J. Sartain (A4)
Adam M. Sasek (A2)
Andres M. Sayed (C2)
Sara G. Scales (E1)
Kalista C. Schauer (H2)
Johnathon D. Scheerer (G4)
Max A. Scheps (D3)
Nathan J. Schubring (F3)
Max D. Sechena (G2)
Grayson R. Seidel (F1)
Kevin Shema (B3)
Monika J. Shimko (A4)
Joseph D. Simmons (C3)

Timothy J. Simoes (C2)
Tyler A. Skidmore (F1)
Christopher J. Skyers (D3)
Hannah L. Slomkowski (C3)
Christopher M. Slosar (C2)
Dean Q. Smith (D3)
Miriam E. Smith (G2)
William T. Smith (F1)
David J. Sontag (A3)
William K. Southworth (C3)
Charlotte L. Spencer (D2)
Jeremy A. Spencer (G3)
August M. St. Louis (H2)
Stone K. Stephens (A4)
Joseph P. Stephenson (I4)
Benjamin G. Stevens (D3)
Nicholas S. Stokes (D2)
Saben N. Strode (C3)
Dechathon Suwanakeree (C1)
John P. Sweeney (B3)
Radford B. Swent (B1)
Jace C. Taliaferro (C3)
Samuel P. Tarry (D3)
John E. Taylor (H2)
Madison J. Teague (D2)
Ryan P. Thistlewood (E3)
Jackson H. Thomsen (F1)
Felix R. Trevino (C2)
Angeline M. Tritschler (D1)
Trevaun B. Turner (C3)
Thomas H. Upton (E3)
Lexus M. Vanhoven (G1)
Donovan J. Velez (D2)
Taylor C. Vessel (C2)
Anthony T. Vo (H4)
Jeffrey L. Vollenweider (B3)
Evan C. Walker (H2)
Noah R. Wallace (E3)
Morgan K. Walsh (G2)
George R. Walter (D2)
Jacob R. Warren (D2)
Lexi M. West (E3)
Gabrielle A. White (B3)
Madeline E. Whitehead (C3)
Vincent H. Wilkinson (E3)
Whitney A. Wille (B2)
Braylon D. Williams (G4)
Kenyah A. Wilson (G3)
Parker J. Woodworth (H3)
Simone C. Woolley (F3)
Julia L. Wyatt (I4)
Claire Mie D. Yanai (C1)
Alexander P. Yanez (C3)
Kevin J. Yanoschik (E2)
June Sun Yoo (G2)
Kailen Y. Young (D2)
Jacob E. Ziadeh (I4)

“From March-Back and Affirmation, to Ring Melt and Branch Night, the Class of 2021 has come to
depend on the Class of “Professionally Done” throughout our years at our Rockbound Highland
Home. In our latest endeavor — the Class of 2021 Firstie Gift Campaign — the Class of 1971 provided
their steadfast support yet again. The Class of 1971 serves as a shining example for the Class of 2021
and truly exemplifies how to live the words Duty, Honor, Country."
—Katarina Christianson, Class of 2021 President
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Thank you to our donors!

Jacob J. Hare (G4)
Charles S. Harrington (C3)
Paul R. Harrington (B1)
Sara R. Hartel (I2)
Joshua E. Heiman (C3)
Bennett M. Hellman (B3)
Austin Henson (C2)
MacAllister J. Heric (B2)
Kalei A. Hering (C1)
Daniel A. Hernandez (C2)
Harry F. Hernberg (B3)
Iain C. Herring (F3)
Samuel P. Hilferty (F1)
Rivers A. Hinson (A2)
Jonah G. Hodge (C1)
Benjamin A. Hoffmann (G3)
Charles P. Hogeboom (E2)
Allan E. Hogue (G3)
Emilie S. Hong (C2)
Mason W. Horstmann (D3)
Adam B. Hoxeng (E3)
Edrick L. Hudson (E1)
Gabriela A. Huggins (C2)
James L. Hunter (C2)
Collin M. Hurley (C1)
Andre P. Jimenez (A2)
Lauren A. Johnson (A3)
Ryan W. Johnson (D2)
Emily J. Johnsrud (D2)
Johnathan C. Jones (D2)
Anastasiya Joyner (C1)
Allan H. Jung (I4)
Noah D. Kagan (G3)
Jesse C. Kandra (G3)
Samuel L. Kicklighter (F1)
Joseph E. Kim (G2)
Karen Kim (C2)
Kevin J. King (C1)
Zacharia D. King (E3)
Grace Y. Ko (B3)
Kathryn A. Kochevar (C3)
Kelton J. Kofford (C1)
Dawda Kolley (G2)
Hailey B. Kozma (A2)
Christopher C. Kubitz (C1)
Charlotte E. Kuhn (C2)
Billy Z. Laird (A4)
Gabriel C. Lajeunesse (F4)
Emily K. Landeryou (B4)
Charles J. Larson (G3)
Jerome P. Lavely (I4)
Jordan N. Lawson (B1)
Ryan D. Leach (G3)
Julien L. Levesque (C3)
Joseph W. Levesque (B3)
Ryan J. Lewis (B3)
Leslie R. Lewis (G2)

Family, Grit,
Excellence:
No Question!
by Kim McDermott ’87, WPAOG staff

A

rmy West Point Softball head coach Cheryl Milligan
developed a love for softball at an early age. Having grown
up in a baseball family, she says she can still remember her first
softball practice and the feeling of the ball in the glove—she fell
in love with it. She admits she was that kid who “specialized
early,” but just never wanted to do anything else. She gave soccer,
diving, and even gymnastics a try, but says no other sport seemed
as right, so she played softball all year round. As a four-year
student-athlete at Tufts University, she played in every inning of
her career. She then remained at Tufts as an assistant and then
head coach before coming to West Point.
Experience at an institution like Tufts, which also has such a high
focus on academics, made the transition to West Point easy in
some ways. She says, “I’ve seen a place where I know players are

going off to be engineers or NASA scientists, but that doesn’t
mean [the game] isn’t important—so getting them to embrace
that can actually help.” At Tufts, Milligan took over from her old
coach, whom she played for and coached with, so she was very
familiar with the existing ethos. Having to establish her own
team culture within the larger West Point culture has been more
of a challenge. She knows that emphasizing to her players, “to be a
better leader and person, commit to a cause, all those things
sports teach you,” will ultimately be the key. And with that comes
winning—not at all costs—but being willing to put in time and
sacrifice to be successful is a big part of playing softball at the
college level.
Cadet Madelyn Gilmore ’22 says: “I think playing softball helps
with the challenges of being a cadet and the development into a

Above: The Army West Point Softball team just prior to doubleheader against Colgate on April 26, 2021.
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Army West Point Softball is building on
success and a firm belief that success comes
when everyone is doing their best.

FAMILY, GRIT, EXCELLENCE: NO QUESTION!

future officer due to the pure nature of the game…you are
constantly failing. West Point is a place where failing can come
into play more times than we would like whether that be
academically or physically. West Point will find the one thing you
struggle at, and it will shove it in your face every day. Those that
succeed here are the ones that look at those weaknesses and
embrace them; they decide every day to somehow learn from it
and find a way to grow.”
The story of Army West Point Softball is a simple one: the coaches
want the women on the team to be better in all pillars of their
leader development. Of course, they want to win games, too, but
the coaches realize that the game is only one aspect of the cadet
experience. In fact, Milligan says, “Anything less than trying to do
what we can to make them the best humans is a disservice.”
Cadet Alicyn Grete ’23 recognized this during her first visit to
West Point. She says: “I knew I wanted to come whether I could
play softball or not. I loved how everyone at West Point seemed so
committed to my individual success, from the cadets to the
instructors to the people at the Center for Enhanced Performance.
I was also drawn to the medical career path West Point provides
and the amazing opportunities for research.”

Photo: Erika Norton/WPAOG

Milligan recognizes why her players are at West Point. Unlike
some programs, softball is not a sport with a future for them: their
immediate future is firmly in the military. So, her coaching
philosophy is all about helping the women understand and
celebrate their roles on the team so they can learn and succeed. She
likens it to branches on a tree. Imagine sitting in the trunk of a tree
and you want to say, “I’d like my branch to go toward being the
starting shortstop. That’s great—but right now I need you to be
the best backup second baseman you can be.” Her aim is to find

that sweet spot between allowing the tree to grow and blossom,
while still allowing the team to get what it needs.
As a relatively new head coach, Milligan is still learning a great
deal about the team and what they can do. A large part of this has
been creating a common language. With only about two hours for
practice on any given day, there is not a lot of time to spend
discussing things. “We have lots of vocabulary lessons,” she says,
so calling out a simple phrase can keep things moving, and
everyone is clear. She believes the team is starting to understand
this concept and the tone she is trying to set.
By her own admission, Milligan is a quiet coach. Gilmore says,
“Her demeanor is a calm one, but I never doubt for a second that
there is a constant fire of wanting to win and succeed on the ball
field.” Milligan has high expectations for her players. She says,
“You shouldn’t be doing something if you aren’t ready to go all in.”
The team is extremely young, with less than a handful of juniors
and seniors, so there is a lot of room for growth. Army West Point
is a very talented team but still learning how to win. Milligan says,
“It will be important to beat those teams with more confidence
than us.” She adds, “That confidence will come in embracing our
culture and what we bring to the table.”
Recent circumstances have not made it easy for the team to
demonstrate its potential. Last year, due to COVID-19, the entire
schedule was disrupted. At one point in the 2021 season when they
would normally have had 30 games in the books, they had only
13. There were also no tournaments this past season, preventing
the team from gaining experience competing against multiple
teams in one event. Milligan says the frequent COVID testing
and schedule changes created “lots of adventure,” and she knows
that the post-COVID environment will bring more surprises and
allow her to continue learning more about West Point.

CDT Jolie Duong’22
(Pitcher/Utility) stealing base.
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Milligan cites three values that describe the chemistry or dynamic
of her team: family, grit, and excellence. “We’re new coaches, but
we’re working to be that first phone call when something big
happens,” she says. Like family, the members of the team have
each other’s backs—on and off the field. “We may fight and not
all get along, or someone won’t say the right thing, but we’ll be
easy to forgive and forget,” says Milligan. The grit factor is all
about remembering the gratitude. Milligan tells her players it
does not matter how bad their day was: they need to appreciate
how fortunate they are to be “standing here at a great academic
institution, getting a great education—and you get to play the
game you love.” And of course, excellence is defined as striving for
greatness in all their pillars, not just on the field. Milligan says

Taylor Drayton ’21 (Infield/Outfield, Co-Captain) at bat.

that her players must use all 24 hours in the day to their best
advantage in all these areas.
The team’s mantra is “No Question!” Grete says, “Someone will
ask ‘Can you get a hit here?’ or ‘Can you make this play?’ or ‘You
got me?’ and they answer, ‘No Question!’” Gilmore chooses to
look at “No Question!” as another way to represent and show her
teammates unconditional love. “No matter how much we may
fight and bicker like sisters, at the end of the day we will pick one
another up without any hesitation.” Grete says: “Softball has also
helped me learn how to deal with conflict on a team. When we
spend 3-5 hours a day together every day, we are likely to run into
conflict sooner or later. Learning to deal with this in a loving and
mature way will be an invaluable skill as a future officer.”
Many coaches find it difficult to choose a favorite or proudest
moment for their team. Milligan is no different and says there are
so many: the wins, an undefeated season, watching a player earn
an award for excelling in other areas such as academics. And,
especially at a place like West Point, she feels graduation is “pretty
amazing.” To see the players walking away—bonded for life—
and to know they may have never met and become friends if not
for softball, “you realize you’re affecting lives, for more than just
the four years.”
Milligan had no connections to the military prior to West Point,
other than her husband was a pitching coach for the Army West
Point Baseball Team. She had left a coaching position at Tufts to
reunite her family as her son was beginning school fulltime.
While she was working from home, with her son in kindergarten,
she sought out opportunities—one of them being a vacancy when
an assistant coach at West Point left. Milligan was asked to fill the
void. In June 2019, she was named the head coach.

CDT Ellie Caldwell ’24 (Catcher/
Infield) playing infield.
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Like the other Army West Point head coaches, Milligan
understands the value that her alumni players bring to the team.

Photos: Madeline Salvani, Army West Point Athletics; Erika Norton/WPAOG

CDT Zoe Canafax ’24 (Infield/Outfield) playing infield.

FAMILY, GRIT, EXCELLENCE: NO QUESTION!

by Briana Vargas, Guest Writer

CDT Alicyn Grete ’23 (Pitcher/Outfield) pitching.

Photos: Madeline Salvani, Army West Point Athletics; Erika Norton/WPAOG

While COVID has affected her plans to include more
alumni-focused events, it remains part of her vision. She
recalls a time when the team had the opportunity to talk with
Lieutenant Colonel Anne C. McClain ’02, who was aboard
the International Space Station. When a player asked what
McClain pulled from her West Point experience that
prepared her so well for the mission, McClain indicated it was
the teamwork, perseverance, and time management learned
as a cadet-athlete that prepared her, and that she draws on it
every day. Milligan says it is great for her softball players—
soldiers, West Point cadets—to see women doing great things
in the military and serving as role models. She looks forward
to future engagements with the alumni players who have no
doubt gone on to great things in all endeavors, and who can
inspire her players.

CDT Angelina Bebek ’23 (Infield) manning bunt coverage at first base.

“Softball has also helped me learn how
to deal with conflict on a team. When
we spend 3-5 hours a day together every
day, we are likely to run into conflict
sooner or later. Learning to deal with
this in a loving and mature way will be
an invaluable skill as a future officer.”
— CDT Alicyn Grete ’23

She is still figuring it out, but Milligan is well on the way to
creating one of the strongest Army Softball programs yet.
While it is still early in her tenure, she foresees the toughest
adjustment will be “learning how we use our day.” She
realizes that cadets are busy, but they need to know it is
worthwhile to spend the time to improve and develop. She
says, “The time can even be seen as a break, but it should be a
working break. Everyone needs to give their all.”
Grete knows that the players can balance their strengths and
weaknesses and help each other to reach individual and team
goals. And Gilmore says: “I love the idea that I would be
challenged every single day to either grow with the tough
times or be defeated by them. I can confirm that that
challenge is present every day here at the academy, but every
day I grow, and I am truly thankful for that. And the Army
Softball team helps those challenges get a bit easier, which is
an amazing blessing to me.” 

CDT Emily Ianotti ’22 (Pitcher)
and Taylor Drayton ’21
(Infield/Outfield, Co-Captain)
during the national anthem.
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WPAOG News
2021 Sylvanus Thayer Award Recipient Announced
The 2021 recipient of WPAOG’s Sylvanus Thayer
Award is Dr. Mae Jemison. Jemison served six years as
a NASA astronaut and was the Area Peace Corps
Medical Officer for Sierra Leone and Liberia. As a
professor at Dartmouth College, Jemison focused on
technologies designs for sustainability for both
industrialized and developing nations. She founded
two technology companies and the non-profit Dorothy
Jemison Foundation for Excellence which designs and
implements STEM education experiences impacting
thousands of students and hundreds of teachers
worldwide. Jemison is at the forefront of integrating
the physical and social sciences with art and culture to
solve problems and foster innovation.

WPAOG Receives Four Stevie Awards
WPAOG earned four Stevie Awards from the American
Business Awards Program in the following categories:
• GOLD: USMA 2020 Graduation Video
• GOLD: West Point Magazine 10th Anniversary Issue

organizations and working professionals worldwide. The
American Business Awards are open to all organizations
operating in the U.S.A. and feature a wide variety of categories
to recognize achievement in every facet of the workplace.

• SILVER: Nonprofit of the Year
• BRONZE: Virtual Entrepreneur Summit Speaker Series
The Stevie Awards are the world’s premier business awards.
They were created in 2002 to honor and generate public
recognition of the achievements and positive contributions of

The West Point Association of Graduates held its annual 2021
Donor Tribute Day event virtually on April 29, highlighting
the Margin of Excellence at West Point. WPAOG took the
opportunity to thank the dedicated supporters of West Point,
ensuring that current and future members of the Long Gray
Line benefit from the extraordinary range of opportunities
and experiences that make up the Margin of Excellence. These
opportunities include many of the cadet projects seen
throughout this year’s Virtual Projects Day. Donors’
generosity is critical to enabling cadets to achieve their highest
potential and attracting our nation’s best young people to
West Point for years to come.
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Donor Tribute Day
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Thank you to the West Point community who came together in
record numbers to strengthen the Margin of Excellence during
the 2021 All Academy Challenge with gifts totaling $2.57
million. It was a close race with Merchant Marine for all five
days. West Point narrowly came in second, with 22.52 percent
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of the Long Gray Line supporting the Challenge. Every
year West Point’s participation during the Challenge has
increased, which is something to celebrate and will benefit
the Academy tremendously.

Firstie Social
On April 20, cadets gathered at Herbert Alumni Center for
WPAOG’s First Class Social. Sponsored by the Class of 1996,
the “Firstie Social” provided an opportunity for the First
Class cadets to socialize, meet the WPAOG team, and learn
about the WPAOG mission to serve cadets and the Long
Gray Line.

Virtual Paint Night
from the Classes of 1974 through 2007, and the class with the
largest showing was the Class of 1985. Two former
roommates—who had lost touch with each other since
graduating—both separately registered for the event and
reconnected with each other virtually!

Photos: Photos: Nile Clarke/WPAOG; Submitted

On March 12, WPAOG hosted the first-ever Virtual Paint
Night for West Point alumni and their families. Members of the
Long Gray Line from coast-to-coast joined in on the fun and
painted a scenic winter landscape of the iconic Washington Hall
with the Cadet Chapel in the background. Participants ranged
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GRIPPING HANDS

Gripping Hands
“Grip hands—though it be from the shadows—while we swear as you did of yore, or
living or dying, to honor the Corps, and the Corps, and the Corps.” —Bishop Shipman, 1902

1989 Kimbrough Commanding 1996 Reeves Named Dean of
SpaceX Dragon Crew

NASA astronaut Colonel (Retired)
Shane Kimbrough is the Commander
of a six-month mission for SpaceX
Dragon Crew-2. The Dragon
spacecraft is the first private
spacecraft to take humans to the
International Space Station.

USMA Academic Board

Brigadier General Shane Reeves assumed responsibility as the
15th Dean of the Academic Board at USMA on May 28, 2021.

 General Officer Announcements 
The following officers were confirmed by the Senate:

LTG Theodore D. Martin ’83 to Commanding General, U.S. Army Combined Arms Center and Fort Leavenworth, Fort

Leavenworth, KS

GEN Paul J. LaCamera ’85 to Commander, United Nations Command/Combined Forces Command/U.S. Forces Korea,

Republic of Korea

MG Ronald P. Clark ’88 for appointment to the rank of lieutenant general and assignment as Commanding General, U.S.
Army Central, Shaw Air Force Base, SC

USMA, West Point, NY
The following officer was promoted to the rank of brigadier general:

COL John T. Reim Jr. ’90
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MG Patrick E. Matlock ’88 for appointment to the rank of lieutenant general
BG Joseph B. Berger III ’92 for promotion to the rank of major general
COL Shane R. Reeves ’96 for promotion to the rank of brigadier general and assignment as Dean of the Academic Board,

Salute the Legacy of the Long Gray Line
with an Enduring Tribute

The West Point

Register of Graduates
& Former Cadets
 An indispensable treasury of military history
 More than 77,000 individual entries record names and careers of every West Point graduate from
1802 to 2020







First edition compiled by George Cullum, Class of 1833; 2020 marks the 76th edition
Limited private edition available exclusively from the West Point Association of Graduates
Premium “Red Sash” colored cloth binding, embossed with the West Point crest in gold foil
Over 1,200 pages with custom-designed endpaper maps of West Point
Suitable for display in office or home library

Order your copy of the new 2020 edition of the Register of Graduates
at the WPAOG Gift Shop today.
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PARENTS CORNER

Parents Corner
Welcome to Parents of the Class of 2025!
The West Point Association of Graduates offers a range of services for cadet parents.
West Point, WPAOG’s quarterly alumni magazine, is mailed to all cadet parents free of
charge. We also send a monthly enewsletter to parent with cadet and Academy news
updates. We hope you will follow our social media—we’re on Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram. Check our website for Cadet News. If you subscribe, all news will be
delivered straight to your email! You will also find additional information and resources
for parents on our website at WestPointAOG.org/ParentResources.

WPAOG Publishes Online Parent
Handbook for 2021-22
The WPAOG Parent Handbook provides everything you need to know about being a member of the West Point community
and participating in your cadet’s 47-month experience. A tool to help families meet the unique challenges of having a son or
daughter attend West Point, the guide includes valuable information about visiting West Point, resources available to
families, WPAOG support and services, connecting with other families through the WPAOG website’s Parent Portal, how
to become involved with Parents Clubs, and special events. Thanks to generous donations to funds like the West Point
Parents Fund, the Parent Handbook is complimentary to all families. Please contact Shelisa Baskerville, WPAOG’s Parent
Giving Officer, at Shelisa.Baskerville@wpaog.org to learn more.

Calling All West Point Authors!
Reserve your space in the West Point Authors Bookshelf, a specially priced advertising section in West
Point magazine showcasing books by West Point affiliated authors. The Bookshelf appears in our Fall and
Spring issues to enable our more than 56,000 magazine readers to discover and support these books.
Learn more about the Bookshelf and other WPAOG advertising and sponsorship opportunities on our
website at WestPointAOG.org/Advertise
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WPAOG Congratulates the Class of 2021 and
Welcomes the Class of 2025-Grip Hands!

Advertise with US!
The United States Military Academy at West Point is the world’s premier leader
development institution, consistently ranked among top colleges in the country.
Now you can leverage West Point magazine to reach a high-achieving audience of more than 55,000
graduates, cadet parents, and friends of West Point to promote
your business.
Opportunities are also available in First Call, our monthly
e-newsletter, or choose an event sponsorship package to reach
our premier audience.
Contact ads@wpaog.org or call 845.446.1577 to learn
more about Advertising and Sponsorship Opportunities with
the West Point Association of Graduates.
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BE THOU AT PEACE

Be Thou at Peace
MAJ Arthur D. Maxwell USA, Retired
COL Charles F. Alfano USA, Retired
Lt Col Oliver W. DeGruchy Jr. USAF, Retired
Mr. Henry B. Sayler Jr.
Dr. Walter N. Burnette Jr.
COL Doniphan Carter USA, Retired
COL James S. Douglas USA, Retired
BG Jack M. Pollin USA, Retired
BG John C. Burney Jr. USA, Retired
COL David H. Smith USA, Retired
COL Richard A. Littlestone Sr. USA, Retired
LTG John W. McEnery USA, Retired
Lt Gen Charles G. Cleveland USAF, Retired
LTC Joseph A. Eagers Jr. USA, Retired
BG William J. Kennedy USA, Retired
COL Phillip G. Bardos USA, Retired
LTC Victor N. Cuneo Jr. USA, Retired
Mr. Paul L. Gurnee
Lt Col Herschel H. Liechty Jr. USAF, Retired
COL Wendell E. Phillips USA, Retired
Mr. William A. Pogue
Mr. David A. Betts
Mr. John H. Craigie
MG John A. Hemphill USA, Retired
BG Edward M. Markham III USA, Retired
COL Harvey L. Arnold Jr. USA, Retired
Maj Gen Michael Collins USAF, Retired
Mr. Owen C. Holleran Jr.
LTC Clarence G. Ruff USA, Retired
Mr. Charles M. Borrell
COL Walter Henderson USA, Retired
Maj Gen James C. Pfautz USAF, Retired
Maj Gen Stanley C. Beck USAF, Retired
COL Roger J. Browne II USA, Retired
LTC Clifford T. Flanigan USA, Retired
Mr. Peter C. Manus
LTC Donald C. Porter USA, Retired
LTC Craig H. Spence USA, Retired
LTC Robert E. Camp USA, Retired
Col Raymond E. Dax USAF, Retired
COL Edward R. Guthrie USA, Retired
Mr. Walter H. Landers
Mr. Robert P. Caron
Mr. Michael F. Cavenaugh
COL Frank L. Day USA, Retired
LTC Forrest J. French USA, Retired
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1940
JAN 1943
JAN 1943
JAN 1943
JUN 1943
1944
1944
1944
1946
1946
1947
1948
1949
1949
1949
1950
1950
1950
1950
1950
1950
1951
1951
1951
1951
1952
1952
1952
1952
1953
1953
1953
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1955
1955
1955
1955
1956
1956
1956
1956

Lt Col Harry Kotellos USAF, Retired
MAJ Robert H. Lindsey USA, Retired
Mr. Thomas J. Masterson
LTC Herbert M. Wagenheim USA, Retired
Lt Col Harlan G. Allen Jr. USAF, Retired
LTC Robert W. Arnold USA, Retired
Mr. Daniel J. Enxing
Mr. William N. Friend
Lt Col Elmer R. Harris USAF, Retired
LTC Thomas R. Hicklin USA, Retired
COL Donald R. Ley USA, Retired
MG James W. Ray USA, Retired
COL Morton F. Roth USA, Retired
LTC Norman M. Vaughn Jr. USA, Retired
LTC Roy T. Evans III USA, Retired
BG Robert W. Pointer Jr. USA, Retired
Mr. Lawrence R. Tharp
Dr. Pedro F. Baraoidan
COL Thomas V. Borlund Jr. USA, Retired
Col Benny M. Carr USAF, Retired
LTC Paul A. Chalmers Jr. USA, Retired
COL Arthur T. Carey USA, Retired
COL Robert J. Castleman Jr. USA, Retired
Dr. Fletcher H. Griffis Jr.
COL Robert C. Johnson USA, Retired
Mr. James D. Ruppert
Mr. Russell A. Waters
Mr. John L. Campbell
Lt Col Robert A. Montgomery Jr. USAF, Retired
LTC Donald W. Sawtelle Jr. USA, Retired
LTC Michael Skotzko USA, Retired
Dr. Phillips W. Smith
Lt Col George P. Yancey USAF, Retired
LTC Richard G. Yule Jr. USA, Retired
LTC Robert C. Coyne USA, Retired
LTC Norman D. Grahn USA, Retired
BG Howard T. Prince II USA, Retired
Mr. Jerry D. Rose
LTC Billie N. Thomas USA, Retired
LTC Stephen D. Warner USA, Retired
COL William N. Baucum USA, Retired
COL Bruce H. Ellis Jr. USA, Retired
LTC Mark F. Brennan Jr. USA, Retired
LTC James L. Koster USA, Retired
COL William J. Connolly USA, Retired

Deaths reported from March 15– June 15, 2021

1956
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1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
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1957
1958
1958
1958
1959
1959
1959
1959
1960
1960
1960
1960
1960
1960
1961
1961
1961
1961
1961
1961
1961
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1963
1963
1964
1964
1965

Mr. Bruce R. Marshall
COL Paul T. McDonald MD USA, Retired
Mr. John C. Donovan
LTC Eugene J. Driscoll USA, Retired
Dr. Elmer M. Casey Jr.
Mr. Dean D. Hansen
Mr. Philip A. Hogue Jr.
Reverend William A. Norton
COL Daniel E. Gooding USA, Retired
Mr. Joseph F. Mance
COL Peter G. Paulson USA, Retired
MAJ Robert S. Noreen USA, Retired
LTC Frederick W. Conard II USA, Retired
CDR Stephen J. Wood USN, Retired
Mr. Ross F. Anderson
Mr. John W. Grigg
Mr. Wayne R. Godfrey II
Mr. Scott C. Rowen
LTC Ronald S. Petricka USA, Retired
Mr. Wilson W. Grooms Jr.
LTC Donald H. Zacherl USA, Retired
LTC Dan T. Hitchcock USA, Retired
Mr. Clarence R. Hunley III
Mr. Steven G. Butler
Mr. John A. Henry
COL Michael R. Wood USA, Retired
Mr. Peter J. Comodeca
LTC Martin A. Jimenez USA, Retired
Mr. Robert C. Peterson
Mr. Michael C. Lamberth
Mr. Brendan T. Miles
LTC Kathryn H. Carlson USA, Retired
Mr. Gary H. Guyll
COL Glen D. Lambkin Jr. USA, Retired
LTC Larry D. Beisel USA, Retired
CPT Roger W. Lambert USA, Retired
LTC David J. Showerman USAR
CPT Anthony E. Robinette USAR
Mr. Alan G.C.S. Cordova
LTC Peter A. Dannenberg USA, Retired
Mr. Cy M. Macko
Dr. Tara E. Cook
Mr. Chad R. Peyton
1LT James L. Pazdral USA
1LT Okheem R. Riley USA

1965
1965
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1967
1967
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1968
1968
1969
1970
1970
1971
1971
1972
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1973
1974
1974
1975
1975
1976
1976
1976
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1981
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1984
1984
1987
1989
1993
1994
1995
2003
2017
2018

MAILBOX

MAILBOX
We regret that, because of limited space, we cannot publish all letters received.
Letters may be edited and shortened for space. Submit comments or questions to Editor@wpaog.org, or chat
with us on one of our WPAOG social media channels.
FROM: LTC (R) Guy Miller ’69

RESPONSE:

Regarding the “GWOT Generation” article in the 2021 Spring
issue of West Point magazine: the Purple Heart is awarded for
neither “exceptional” nor “heroic” service. It is a recognition
that the recipient has bled for his country, but that is never
anything to be proud of. Please don’t ever equate getting
hurt by the enemy with valor. Valor may often involve getting
hurt, but it is always despite the injury, not because of it.

We heard lots of great stories involving the USMA
Sponsorship Program while putting together this article, but
“grand-sponsors” is new one to us. The powerful connections
made through this program certainly go beyond its original
mission for sure, and we are happy that the article was able
to evoke such great memories for you.

The passage from the article you reference states: “The
numbers also show that these classes earned 871 medals for
exceptional and heroic service under fire (i.e., Silver Stars,
Bronze Star Medals with ‘V’ device, Purple Hearts, and Army
Commendation Medals with ‘V’ device)” and is found on page 6
of the 2021 Spring issue. This sentence was constructed based
on data from an external source. The data arrived tallied as a
group, and we could not extract individual numbers for just the
Purple Heart. It was not our intent to equate receiving wounds
by the enemy with valor.

FROM: Craig Schwegman ’77

In the “50 is Always > 19” article appearing in the 2021 Spring
issue (pp. 14-16), it should have been noted that USAA
provided the silver dollar coins that were in the “Welcome to
the Long Gray Line” gift bags that were handed out to the
1,120 firsties graduating in June with the Class of 2020. The
West Point Association of Graduates thanks USAA for their
continued support of West Point and the Corps of Cadets.

2021 TAPS
TAPS, the official memorial magazine of the
Long Gray Line, contains the fascinating and
inspiring life stories of West Point graduates.
Pre-orders for 2021 have closed and there is a
limited quantity of extra copies available.

Call 845.446.1645 to order.
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The “Cadet Sponsors Provide Time Well Spent” article in the
2021 Spring issue really hit home for me and my wife. I am a
member of the Class of 77. My sponsor made me a part of his
family. He would pick up my girlfriend, Monica (later to
become my wife), at the airport. She would stay with them for
the weekend. And they fed us. I was chairman of the Hop
Committee, and they were always willing to chaperone the
weekly dances. When I was having trouble in Electrical
Engineering, CPT Larry Rapisarda, an instructor in “Juice”
got me through. I graduated because of the time and effort
Larry and Barb Rapisarda spent on me. I have stayed in
touch with them over the years. A month does not go by
without us talking with each other. But it doesn’t stop there.
When my daughter applied for a position at the Harvard
Business School and needed a place to stay, we called on
the Rapisardas again living in the Boston area. Barb and
Larry became “grand-sponsors.” And Larry officiated at
my daughter’s wedding. Thank you for the memories with
this article.

ALIBI FOR THE 2021 SPRING ISSUE:
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Thayer’s March to Perfection:
The Corps’ 1821 March to Boston
By Keith J. Hamel, WPAOG staff

Map depicting the 1821 march from Albany to Boston.
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improve the Academy’s reputation with
the American public.
In addition to tighter regulations and
more demanding academic
preparations, Thayer devised a series of
foot marches for the Corps of Cadets
outside of West Point, believing that
first-hand scrutiny of cadets would only
increase public support for West Point.
This idea may have come from Thayer’s
observations of the West Point Board of
Visitors, who inspected the Academy
annually and reported their findings to
the Secretary of War. Many members of
this board had expressed hostility
toward the Military Academy in the
past, but, after coming in June and
experiencing the martial music and
dress parades popular during that time,

they became ardent defenders of the
national value of the Academy, praising
West Point in their report.
In August 1819, Thayer’s publicity plan
went into action. First the Corps made a
short march up the east side of the
Hudson River. According to a letter by
Cadet John H.B. Latrobe, who left the
Academy in 1821 and later became a
notable lawyer and inventor, cadets first
took a “sloop” across the river to Cold
Spring. From there they marched to
Fishkill, Poughkeepsie, and Hudson,
New York. “While at Poughkeepsie,”
Latrobe wrote, “two companies drilled
at the Light Infantry and went through
the firings, in ambush, in attack,
retreating, setting and lying, much to
the admiration of two thousand people

Image: WPAOG archives

Today, in 2021, most Americans look
favorably upon the United States
Military Academy. Two hundred years
ago, in 1821, this wasn’t generally the
case. Apprehension over a military elite
class nullified early efforts to establish a
military academy after it was first
proposed by George Washington in his
December 1793 address to Congress.
Even after the Academy’s founding was
authorized by Congress 1802 and its
graduates proved their worth in the War
of 1812, many Americans still wanted to
“stand down” the Regular Army and the
Academy, citing a lack of structure and
discipline among the Corps of Cadets.
In July 1817, Sylvanus Thayer, Class of
1809, became Superintendent and
immediately made it his mission to

PAST IN REVIEW

Above: The Hudson River Steamboat, Constitution, ca. 1925. Inset: A self-portrait by CDT John H.B. Latrobe, who participated in the march.

Images: Wikimedia Commons; WPAOG archives

assembled to see us.” He also noted
that “the encampment was surrounded
with visitors from sunrise to sunset,
and they seemed to have
as much curiosity to see us as if each
one of us had been President of the
United States.”
In the summer of 1820, the Corps
completed a two-week march to
Philadelphia. “The fact is we scarcely
entered the city,” said John Findlay,
Class of 1824, in an address at
Association of Graduates’ 1881 annual
meeting. “The yellow fever was in
some parts of the city, and the Major
avoided it as he would a Lazar House!”
Still, the citizenry of the city was
enthralled by the cadets’ visit,
entertaining them with a “very fine
dinner” near their camp. On their way
back to West Point, the cadets
marched through Trenton, New
Brunswick, Elizabethtown, and
Newark, New Jersey.
The most memorable march of
Thayer’s summertime P.R. salutes was
the 1821 march to Boston, which was
ordered by Secretary of War John
Calhoun on April 19, 1821. Starting
on July 20 and lasting almost two
months, this march traversed more
than 230 miles and introduced

approximately 250 cadets to a
countless number of spectators. The
march began with cadets boarding
two commercial Hudson River
steamboats, the Richmond and the
Firefly, for the overnight run to
Albany, New York. From Albany, the
cadets marched in a southeastern
direction toward the New YorkMassachusetts boarder, stopping
(among other places) at the Shaker
Village near New Lebanon, New York.
“We had every kindness shewn (sic)
us,” wrote the aforementioned Cadet
Latrobe, who kept another journal for
the 1821 march. After leaving the
Shakers, the cadets marched to Lenox,
Massachusetts, crossed the mountains
to Chester Factory, and then
continued to Springfield. From
Springfield, the cadets marched in a
northeastern direction to Worcester,
Massachusetts, and then due east
along a course resembling today’s
Massachusetts Route 9 from
Framingham to Boston.
The cadets entered Boston on
August 7 and were met by a group of
selectmen and a procession of
interested Puritans. According to
Josiah Quincy in his book Figures of
the Past, “Salutes of artillery were fired

as the Cadets crossed the line, and
they were conducted to their camp on
the Common with due ceremony.”
Every day while encamped on Boston
Common, the cadets conducted drill
and a parade at 8am and again at
sundown, which were viewed by
dozens of captivated citizens. Quincy
wrote, “Governor Brooks, a capital
judge of tactual merit, declared that
their drill was perfect.” The “ladies of
Boston” presented the Corps with a
white, silk embroidered flag bearing
the figures of Minerva, Mars, and the
goddess of Liberty; while the town’s
selectmen gifted the cadets a stand of
colors bearing the motto A scientia ad
gloriam (“from science to glory”).
On August 11, upon an invitation
from the school’s government, cadets
visited Harvard. After an academic
tour, including stops at Harvard’s
“Philosophical Chamber” and its
“Mineralogical Collection,” the cadets
conducted a full drill on the school’s
famous yard for a large crowd of
spectators. On the morning of August
14, the Corps marched to nearby
Quincy, Massachusetts to visit John
Adams, the second president of the
United States. “Tea, coffee and
chocolate, with bountiful
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Military Academy West Point N.Y. from The Analectic Magazine, August 1820.

accompaniments, were laid upon
tables on the lawn at the side of his
house, to which a march of eleven
miles enabled us to do full justice,”
said Findlay in his 1888 speech at
the AOG annual meeting. After the
breakfast, the 85-year-old Adams
spoke to the cadets amassed on his
lawn. “I rejoice that I live to see so
fine a collection of the future
defenders of their country in pursuit
of honor under the auspices of the
national government,” he said. After

John Adams, the second president of the
United States.
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the address, each cadet went up in
turn and shook the hand of the
founding father. “I touched the hand
that had signed the Declaration of
Independence,” reflected Findlay.
“I heard the voice (now feeble from
age) which had hurled the defiance
of thirteen feeble colonies to one of the
mightiest powers on the globe.” The
cadets received more Revolutionary
ruminations when they camped at
Bunker Hill, the site of the first battle
in America’s War of Independence,
for the last two days of their
Boston sojourn.
The cadets left Boston on August 18,
marching south to Providence, Rhode
Island and then southwest to New
London, Connecticut. From this
future home of the U.S. Coast Guard
Academy, they took a steamboat to
New York City and up the Hudson
River, finally returning to West Point
on September 16, just in time to start
the fall academic term. Major William
J. Worth, who was the commanding
officer during the double lunar-cycle
march, wrote in his report to Thayer:
“The people had formed the most

sanguine expectations of the Corps,
and in no one particular I sincerely
believe were they disappointed.”
According to Colonel George Pappas
’44 (Retired), founder of the U.S.
Army Military History Research
Collection, “Newspaper coverage after
the march, not only locally, but
throughout the United States was
extensive and highly complementary,”
and “proof of the march’s success
became evident the following year
when an unequalled number of young
men applied for cadet appointments.”
After the Corps marched to nearby
Goshen, New York in 1822 to take
part in the ceremonies of reinterring
the bones of some Revolutionary
heroes, Thayer discontinued the
practice of publicity marches. Perhaps
he had heard about the letter Adams
wrote to Thomas Jefferson after the
cadets 1821 visit: “The late visits of
the Cadets to several States seem to
have made the institution popular,”
Adams said. “The Academy is now
brought to a considerable degree of
perfection”—a reputation that has
now lasted 200 years and counting. 

Images: Military Academy West Point N.Y. from The Analectic Magazine, August 1820, Courtesy of the West Point Museum Collection, USMA, Shutterstock
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USAA AUTO INSURANCE

DEDICATED
COVERAGE
FOR THE
ONES WHO
NEVER QUIT

Don’t stop now. Start getting the service you
deserve. Members switched and saved an average
of $707 per year on USAA Auto Insurance.
1

Visit USAA.COM/WPAOG or call 877-584-9724

Paid ad. No federal endorsement of advertiser is intended. MCCS Sponsor. No federal or DoD endorsement implied. The Department of the Navy does not endorse any company, sponsor or their products or services. Neither the Coast Guard
nor any other part of the federal government officially endorses any company, sponsor or their products or services. 1Average annual savings based on countrywide survey of new customers who switched to USAA and saved from Jan. 1,
2017 to Dec. 31, 2018. Use of the term “member” or “membership” refers to membership in USAA Membership Services and does not convey any legal or ownership rights in USAA. Restrictions apply and are subject to change. Automobile
insurance provided by United Services Automobile Association, USAA Casualty Insurance Company, USAA General Indemnity Company, Garrison Property and Casualty Insurance Company, based in San Antonio, TX; USAA Limited (UK) and
USAA S.A. (Europe), and is available only to persons eligible for P&C group membership. Each company has sole financial responsibility for its own products. West Point Association of Graduates receives financial support from USAA for this
sponsorship. © 2021 USAA. 275125-0121-WPAOG
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A WPAOG Gift Shop tradition just went virtual!
Check out the Fall 2021 Virtual Catalog at WPAOGGiftShop.com or scan this barcode.
Update your contact information at WestPointAOG.org/profile to ensure you
continue to receive West Point magazine and other WPAOG information.

Questions? 1.800.BE.A.GRAD or RedSash@wpaog.org
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